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THE DIAGNOSIS OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS IN ITS 
EARLY STAGES.
CHAPTER 1
When John Bunyan called comsumption the "Captain of the 
men of Death" he stated a truism which held good In his 
day and remains to the present. One in every nine of a l l  
deaths Is due to Tuberculosis. An estimation based on 
the census report of the United States for eQ90 gives 
the proportion of persons infected with tubercle in that 
country as 1 in 60 of the total population (VaugharO .
At a low estimate one can say that at least  
150,000 persons die annually in the United States- from 
some form of tuberculosis -  Osier ( l ) .
In 1913 the total death rate of England and '"'ales 
was 504,795 persons, of these, 49,476 were due to 
tuberculosis -  a decrease of 5 7 5  compared with the 
returns of 1912, and of 5.1'29 comrared with the average 
of the previous five  years.
The death rate of 1913 is  less  thaii that of any. 
previous year and forms 9.8/^ of the mortality crom a ll  
causes. Compared with the average rate of mortality for  
the five years 190.6-1910, the standardized mortality of
191” shews a reduction of 1 ■" per cent which is a 
decrease of ?S compared with 1912 and 9^ compared 
with the year 1911. This f a l l  in death rate is  of 
course most satisfactory , and is due to the 
provision of dispensaries to combat the disease. Up 
to the end of June 1914, 296 dispensaries were 
established in Ungland and Wales and 177 
tuberculosis o fficers  appointed.
Although improvement has been made I calculate  
that nearly 1% of the population of England and Tales 
are s t i l l  a ff lic te d  with this condition.
Tuberculosis therefore remains in the very front 
ranh of diseases w h i c ' '  renuire consideration, and 
the desirab ility  of ev~ry possible e f fo r t ,  by 
Medical practitioner and layman alihe to stamp out 
this scourge, is s e l f  evident.
The s ta t is t ic s  of mortali ty in any given area 
do not give an,T definite  idea o° the large Percentage 
of population who are p a rtia lly  or permanently 
disabled by the disease and are thus very severely  
handicapped in the struggle cor existence.
I have estimated that in any one year, the 
number of persons suffering from the disease is six  
times the number o° deaths in that period. I f ,  as 
stated above, the mortality from the disea.se in 19 l c 
was 49,476 then the number of persons suffering from 
active tuberculosis in Ingland and Wales during that
(3 )
year was nearly 300,000 . I have estimated that on an 
average Q0% of deaths resulting f'rom tuberculosis are 
rue to the pulmonary variety .
In every community a human l i f e  is ,  or should be, 
an asset and is o n the greatest importance not only to 
the state but also to the household. fln idea of the 
economic loss sustained can be roughly obtained from 
the fact that the vast majority who die of pulmonary 
tuberculosis do so between the ages of 13 and ^5 
years when l i f e  is at i ts  high water marh. I have 
calculated that, of the 80u who die or this variety  
or the disease, less  than 4^ a.re under the age of 13 
years and only 5^ are over the age or £5 years.
It  mu t however not be inferred from this 
that deaths f•••om tuberculosis are a negligable
quantity in youth and old age because such is not the
case. It  should be borne in mind that these figures 
refer to pulmonary tuberculosis only, moreover 9^ of  
deaths from this cause at the extremes o° l i r e ,  when 
applied to the phthisis mortality of a large  
community such as Ingland and Wales is  a ractor that 
has to be reckoned with.
Stanley Barnes, whose eathological experience has 
a range of over 1,500 post mortem examinations has 
stated that in more than h alf the cases there was
evidence of lung lesions which he regarded as
tubercular." These estimated cases do not include 
persons whose death was due to tuberculosis. The
(4)
experiences or numerous other pathologists coincide 
with the above and have been reported from time to 
time.
The statement that tuberculosis should be looked 
upon as a curable condition is fo rtif ie d  by the fact  
that the tubercle bacillus is so often ^ound, during 
post-mortem examination, in the bodies of those who, 
in the Wards» were not considered to have been 
suffering- ^rom this disease. Incidentally this also 
shews a looseness on the part of medical men, In 
examining cases c l in ic a l ly ,  which is greatly to be 
deplored, moreover accumulative evidence shews that 
cases or undoubted tuberculosis on being treated have 
not only improved but recovered.
Smong a l l  c lasses , but particularly among 
the so-called working classes,th e  rapidity or onset 
of pulmonary, tuberculosis is  such that o-^ter 
considerable dis.truction of lung tissue has taken 
place before the physician has an aopor1 unity of  
examining the patient. The history or the cases 
follows well known lin e s . The patient complains that 
he took a ch ill  or had influenza, pleurisy or 
bronchitis some time previously, and since then has 
had a severe cough which has refused to yield to the 
various mixtures he has obtained from the chemist.
He adds that he has 1ost weight and is ""“eeling  
generally run down. This in it ia l  lowering of v i t a l i t y
( ^
effecting "both the lung tissue and the general system 
is hhe stage at "rhich the tubercle bacillus her ins to 
grow and dev el one arc! this is the tine when i t  is so 
essential nor a correct diagnosis to he made and 
proper treatment commenced. J-t is becoming generally  
recognised that this disease i f  discovered and 
treated in Lhe early stages can he cured. Bardswell 
(2) shews, that the earlier the stage at "Inch trea t­
ment begins the better t^e chance of recovery.This is  
now looked upon as a fact by a l l  authorities on the 
subject.
In consequence of this i t  is  absolutely essential 
to be methodical in making a diagnosis on tuberculosis 
Newer methods have been added to the old ones and the 
la tte r  have in recent years been improved upon.
The literature in the last  decade shews the 
extensive interest which is being; taken in the 
subject and in the hew methods that have been intro­
duced nor the diagnosis and treatment of what is  
termed the ''white scourge” .
In this connection I may state that an 
experience of a number op years in practice in South 
Africa taught me that the native, more particularly  
the raw Product, is pecularily susceptible to the 
dises.se, and as this applies to a l l  nations and races 
the term"Universal Scourge” would he a very much 
more appropriate one. I t  is hot possible to base a
a diagnosis on any one particular method whether 
i t  he an old or new one.
It is only hy apulying every available  
method that we are able to get a result which is  
of su ffic ien t importance c lin ic a lly  to ju sti fy  
us in giving a definite opinion on a case.
I am unable in the time at my disposal, to 
review every method of diagnosis and I morose to 
deal only with the most important and outstanding 
ones .
The c lassifica tion  which I shall use, in my 
description of the various stages of the disease 





( 7 '  .
It  is necessary to go very carefu lly  into the 
history of the patient and his camily, and whereever 
possible , to get his statements con-cirmed .
The origin o-c the infection may very often 
be traced to a relative and the family history is of 
the greatest importance because of th is .
The cact that the tubercle bacillus may l ie  
dormant for an extended period should not be lo st  
sight o f .  A n  cases of i lln ess  with, which the 
oat lent has been in contact should be ehnuired into. 
Special care should be taken to ascertain the exact 
date of death, from consumption or other tuberculas 
disease, of any near relative or associate . All 
illn ess  from childhood upwards should be asked about., 
It  is well known that certain complaints op child­
hood predispose of tuberculosis. For this reason a 
history of the patient having had m orb illis , pertussis  
bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia etc is o^ten of  
importance; the duration of the il ln ess  and any after  
effects should be noted.
These facts can be morejeasily obtained in the 
case of young persons whose parents are available for
the purposes of nuestioning. Special care should he 
taken to ennuire into any illn esses  that were 
considered to he due to the bacillus of tubercle.
A knowledge of the habits, occupation and 
social standing of the patient, with a view to 
finding causes such as dissipation drink,trouble, 
worry and in sufficient food is  essential . "'hese lower 
the v i ta l i ty  and render the system more l ia b le  to 
attack by the tubercle b a c illu s . The history of the 
present i l ln e s s ,  with special reference to the dates 
when the various symptoms anpeared, should be 
carefully noted.
SYMPTOMS.
Many persons, who appear to be perfectly  
well and healthy and who state that they reel 
absolutely nothing the matter vith them, shew marked 
signs of tuberculosis on physical examination.
The symptomso f  pulmonary tuberculosis are very 
numerous. Among the most important are the foilowing  
PULSE. An increase in the pulse is  common in nhthisis. 
A pulse rate of 100 per minute, even without fever, is  
not unusual. This increase however, ir  persisten t,  
indicates that the condition is  a grave one."
In 60 cases of tuberculosis or the lungs in a ll  
stages, I found 67 with a pulse rate or iQQ or over
(8^
per minute.
Tattle No. i shews these 60 cas°s divided into 
three stages and indicates the number in each 








Number with a pulse 
rate of over 1Ò0 . Percentage
Stage 1. 28 64 %
iStage 1 1 . o 6 6 pC
Stage 111 , O r*C 1 16 - 6 9^
TfilvipcRATURE. This is very valuable from a diagnosis 
standpoint. In the early stages this may be normal but 
in the later stages of tuberculosis pyrexia is very 
frequently a well marked symptom. Increases usually  
o c c u r  between 6.0 a.m. and 0.0 p.m. but they are by 
no means confined within these lim its  and may occur 
at any time. It  is suggested th&t when making a 
•diagnosis the temperature should be taken every two
hours during; the cay and hour hourly a^ night.
I f  the rise is only moderate the patient 
should he allowed a certain amount of exercise 
and any variations in the temperature carefully  
noted.
It  is pointed out by Wilkinson ''") that an 
increase of temperature after  meals is  of  
importance.
The thermometer may be placed either in
*
arm p i t ,  the mouth,or the anus. The armpit is  
notjreliable and should not be used f o 1” this 
purpose especially when i t  is  necessary to 
record small variations in temperature.
The mouth is better but care should be 
taken to train the patients to breathe through 
the nose when the measurement is  being taken in 
this situation.
The most accurate results are undoubtedly 
obtained from the anus arid, although an 
inconvenient method, i t  should be employed 
whenever possible.
EMACIATION. This is a well recognized symptom 
and every patient should be weighed once a week 
on a particular day and at the same hour. The 
loss of weight, to whichjthe disease owes its  
name, is gradual and continues Progressively as 
long as the condition spreads.
(1 0 )
DYSPEPSIA, Loss of appetite and Languor often amear 
in the early stages.
SWEATING is a common symptom, very disagreeable to 
the patient. It  may occur at any time during sleep 
but early morning sweating is what is usually  
complained o f .  It  may occur at any stage of the 
disease.
GOUGH. This is an early and important symptom which 
when occuring in young men and g ir ls  should never 
be disregarded even when i t  is only s l ig h t .  A dry 
cough may be the f i r s t  sign of the onset of phthisis.
EXPECTORATION. This varies in the different stages
becoming more copious as the disease progresses.
There may be no sputum at a l l  in the in i t ia l  stage.
HAEMOPTYSIS, is  one o f the most important signs of
tuberculosis o° the lungs. Ropke (4) has estimated
the occurance of haemoptysis in the in i t ia l  stage
at 50$ among those actively engaged in work. In the
60 cases of phthisis in a l l  stages mentioned in
*
"able 1. I found that 39 had a history of 
Haemoptysis.
Table 11. indicates three stages or the disease 
and shews the number a n r i  percentage, with a  
history or haemorrage from the lungs, in each stage.
( 1 1 )
( 12 ) 




Number with a 
history of  
Haemoptysis.
Percentage
Stage 1. 28 9
Stage 11 9 5
Stage
111. 23 15
PAIN i f  any, is generally due to a localized  
plfc&risy at the apex. Rheumatism of the 
shoulder may he really  a deferred paiA from an 
apical pleurisy. I f  the pain is due to 
tuberculosis it  is constant and does not change 
from place to place.
LARYNGEAL OATARRH. Wilkinson (5) lays stress  
upon this as an early symptom of pulmonary 
tuberculosis. It  tends to cause hoarseness and 
has been called pretuberculosis as i t  is  not in 
i t s e l f  a tuberculosis condition.
( is ' )
PHYSICAL SIGNS.
In the early stages of rulmonary 
tuberculosis i t  is o^ten very d i ^ i c u l t  to cutset 
physical signs; as the disease progresses they 
becoine more and more marked u^t'1!  in the late  
stages they are nuite d istinct and of the 
greatest use for the purposes of diagnosis. Method 
is again essential -  f i r s t  examine the chest by 
inspection, then palpation, percussion, and 
auscultation. Allbutt and Rolleston (6^ contend 
t h t t  the primary lesion consists of a small nodule 
or group of nodules situated somewhat below the 
extreme apex of the lung. This is  not accepted by 
a ll  authorities. Jordon (V) states that the 
more frequently starts at the roots and extends 
along branchings of the large bronchial tubes. 
C lin ically , however, experience points to the apex 
of the lung as the situation in which the 
in it ia l  trouble is most frequently found and i t  is  
sound practice to commence there.
INSPECTION. Always examine the sup'ra-clavicular 
regions f i r s t  as a S l i g h t  flattening here is  the 
earliest sign obtainable. Flattening' below the 
clavicle  and shoulder-drop appear at a later stage 
and are caused by a wasting of the nec'torals, the 
deltoid, and certain other muscles as the disease
( 1 4 )
extends.
PALPATION. By means of this i t  is possible to 
determine the relative expansion of different  
parts on opposite sides or the chest. It  is' as 
well to palpate the cervical region for enlarged 
glands. Too much importance should not be 
attached,, their presence In children, as enlarged 
cervical glands are nuite common in childhood. 
PERCUSSION, This is as important as auscultation  
and should he most carefully done. The value does 
not depend on the n u a lity ’of the percussion note 
alone; a careful^ comparison with the correspond­
ing part on the opposite side of the chest wall 
being enually as important.
The percussion strobe should be l ig h t ;  the 
pleximeter being the d ig ita l uhalan” , rather than 
the second phalanx, on account of i ts  b°ing more 
easy to apply to the fossae above and below the 
c la v ic le s .
Wenzel (8) found that In percussing the arices  
of the lungs the difference of pitch in the supra- 
and infra-clavitaular fossae are considerably 
enhanced i f  the patient is placed with his bare 
back perpendicularly against a stone w all. I have 
tried this method with excellent resu lts ,  
especially in the early stages where physical 
signs are d i f f ic u lt  to detect.
For the comfort of the patient i t  is
advisable to place a small towel between his bare 
back and the wall so as to prevert i t s  coming into 
oontact with the cold surface. 7ith  the patient in 
this position, holding his breath after a deep 
inspiration, i t  is  often possible in percussing the 
apical regions to detect differences in the rote on 
the two sides which were not recognisable by 
percussion in the ordinary wav.
To detect enlargement of the mediastinal glands 
by percussion in the region between the scapula and 
the spine i t  is o p advantage to make the patient 
herd over a table with his chest in contact with 
itsjsurf ace.
'/ t \Fronig (9) has discovered a mfethod which he ca lls  
the topographical percussion o-o the apices.
The principle .underlying this method is  that 
i t  is not conducive to favourable results to 
imagine a. border at the summit on the an ex hut 
that i t  is  much better to project the sound as a 
broad band over the shoulder g ird le . The sound 
waves are projected in a manner not unlike the 
projection of light rays by a projection lens, the 
actual conditions prevailing at the apex being 
projected on to an enlarged urfa.ce. Just as the 
use of a, lens is  often an improvement on the naked 
eye so also in this case i t  is an advantage to 
enlarge the minute surface at our disposal bv this
( i s ' )
method of projection.
In direct percussion o f the ape'-' to ascertain  
its  highest point, the differences may not he 
determined in early disease owing to the fact  
that the apex may he retracted a few tenths of an 
inch only. But i f  ftronigs method is  aprlied ''here 
w ill he round a d istinct narrowing of the hand 
which passes over the shoulder in front and 
behind, representing the projection or the 
pulmonary sound•
In this method, percussion is  performed from 
the middle line outwards until you come to the 
tissu es. Percussion is then continued in an 
outward direction until the note repeals an 
absence of pulmonary sound.The narrowest part or 
the hand produced by the projection of the 
pulmonary sound i s ,  as a rule, f  C.K* above the 
clavicle  and the width or the hand should he 
measured in this situation.
In healthy individuals the 7;>and in this  
situation is at least 4 C.M. in width; in 
disease of the apex there is a decrease. In 
normal cases the pulmonary sound ceases in a 
sharp line whereas an indistinct and indefinite  
border is frequently found in affections of 
the ap^ices.
RIVIERE (10) discussing the percussion note in
(16'
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis has drawn 
attention to the following changes which 
according to him are regularly oound in the 
condition:- These changes consist in 
characteristic hands of percussion impairment, 
of constant position, shape and size , present 
over both lungs and which are round before any 
other physical signs are appreciable.
Ee considers these to be of reriexjorigin and not 
due to tuberculosis deposits in the lung 
beneath, and may be produced by approximate means 
in the normal chest.
Posteriority he described two areas of 
impaired resonance in both lungs -  the upper 
between the apex and a level marked by the 
interval between the f i r s t  and second dorsal 
vertibrae and the lower, between the levels  of 
the f i f t h  and seventh dorsal spines and 
extending outwards over the scapular regions.
In the early stages these areas of 
increased dullness are only recognizable by 
gentle percussion and by the heightened pitch of  
the percussion note. He believes that the 
explanation of these symmetrical areas of 
lessened resonance l i e  in a reflex contraction of 
the lungs caused by any inflammatory irr ita tio n  
of the lung parenchyma, but, because of their
- (17)
(18)
very early appearance in pulmonary tuberculosis they 
are to be regarded as o^ great diagnostic importance 
in this disease.
Riviere makes the following summary 
(@) That the earliest «igns obtainable in cases oh 
pulmonary tuberculosis are those which f a l l  under 
the heading or percussion changes.
(b) That those changes are of characteristic position, 
shape and size , and that-they are of reflex  orig’in;
(c) That they are in no way speciric or peculiar to 
tubercle, hut are evidence of an inflammation of the 
lung parenchyma.
(d) That they bear no relation to the distribution of 
the pulmonary lesions srve indicating the side of  
disease, or of most advanced disease, and in the 
case of an early focus, i t s  level in the lung to a 
rough extent.
AUSCULTATION. It Is advisable to exa.mine the chest 
twice when this method, for the detection of 
physical igns, due to tuberculosis or the 1ungs, is 
used. On the f i r s t  occasion concentrate on the 
breath sounds with \ special reference toja
r~
comparison on the two sides, and afterwards go 
carefully over the chest again with a view to 
finding rales or other adventitious sounds.
Feeble localised breath sounds are often the 
earliest manifestation of phthisis , Harsh breathing
and prolonged expiration are other early signs. 
Normally the breath sounds at the right apex are 
harsher than the l e f t ,  and i t  should also be borne 
in rni d̂ that vocal resonance is normally greater on 
the right side.
In the second part of examination the whole
A
attention should be given to the discovery o-f1 ra les .
In the early stages these are d i f f ic u lt  to detect 
being' few in number and only occuring on inspiration. 
They have a dry crackling sound and can be 
intensified by making the patient breathe more deeply.
localized pleurisy at the apex is generally an 
indication of tubercle and this should be 
remembered when frichion sounds are round on 
auscultation in this situation.
Mitchell Bruce ( l l )  says that the percentage of cases 
in which an attack of pleurisy is followed by 
pulmonary ‘-.uberuulosis is variously estimated by 
diccerent observers. ' '
It  i s ,  according to Clifeord Allbutt (12>, safe to 
say, from a review or a large number of the 
s ta tis t ic s  open to us that a l l  ” idionathic” 
pleurisies in persons, say, over -hive years, dOr 
are tuberculous, As regards child l i f e  he holds that 
not more than one in.ten are tuberculous, but, on 
the other hand, he has stated that in elderly  
persons pleurisy is often due to this cause.
Mitchell Bruce is more conservative in his stetemen4-
( 1 9 )
and uses the term "large percentage", for whether 
the pleurisy is  latent or marked hy severe pain and 
effusion, i t  is too frequently followed hy disease 
of the lung, at an interval which varies widely from 
a few months to nearly a quarter of a century. 
Examples of the interval quoted hy him from cases 
of his own are three, f iv e , eight, twelve, f i f t e e n , 
and twenty-one years.
LARYNGEAL E'-'A ¡.IN AT IONS . For the purposes of  
diagnosis the Laryngoscope is sometimes very 
valuable. Early signs being present without any 
change in the voice.
Killian (10) has devised a new method of directly  
inspecting the larynx which he has termed 
suspension laryngoscopy and which is  very useful 
in cases of tuberculosis.
OTHER CONDITIONS.
(20 )
Fishberg (14) has called attention to the following  
point which should be borne in mind, viz  
That abnormal signs at the apex may have some other 
cause than the tubercle b a cillu s . He c lassifya  such 
conditions in three groups
1 . Collapse indurations, found chiefly  in mouth 
breathers.
2. Apical Catarrh after influenza in the 
emphysematous or in those who follow dusty
occupations.
3. Apical indurations found in persons with v,eart 
lesions .
The f ir s t  of these is the most importpnt. One 
a p e x , generally the right, is  retracted, d u ll , with 
harsh or bronchial breathing and crep itations. This 
is due to urolonged nasal obstruction with mouth a 
breathing, a catarrhl condition is  nresent and the 
expectoration is profuse and may he blood streaked, 
the general health of the patient, however, is  fa ir l  
good and he is able to remain at work.
In those mouth breathers who follow dusty 
occupations, the dust, not being f i l te r e d ,  reabhes 
the apex of the lung and causes repeated attacks 
of catarrh followed by fibroSrs and contraction.
These conditions can be distinguished wpom 
tuberculosis by the history of colds and nasal 
obstruction and the fact that no tubercle baci1l i  
are wound in the sputum. Moreover there is  an 
absence of fever, loss of weight, tachicardia, and 
fatigue, and the general health of the patient is  
pretty good.
mitral disease is  often mistaken ^or phthisisj  
abnormal signs, crepitations etc, are found at the 
apices, and the sputum mpy be blood stained -  the 
absence of tubercle b a c i l l i  in the sputum, and of 
the constitutional symptoms of tuberculosis make
( 2 2  ^
the d ifferen tia l diagnosis comparatively easy. 
INFLUENZA AND TUBERCULOSIS. Jex-Blake ( 1 has 
drawn attention to the relation of influenza, to 
tuberculosis, and from his enquiries at the 
Brompton Hospital extending over three or 'four 
years, has come to lb he conclusion that influen'za 
is an acute bronchitis set up in many ca?;es by the 
tubercle bacillus and other microbes rather than 
by the B. influenzae.
Out of 416 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis 
examined by him 2 6 4  gave some history of influenza. 
These figures make i t  reasonable to suppose that 
influenza rather than being a predisposing cause 
i f  more often tuberculosis i t s e l f ;  the early 
symptoms, like  a rise of temperature, pains, 




R o n t g e ' " - r a y  E x a m i n a t i o n .
This is a product of recent yars and 
has become very popular.
.Albers-Schoneberg (16) compares the advantages 
obtained by the examination oc consumptive patients  
by means of X-rays with older methods. He states  
that- the &ont—genographic diagnosis of phthisis is  
on a par with percussion but is  inferior to 
auscultation. Catarrhal conditions cannot be 
recognised but the foci of in filtra tio n  can be 
detected before they are revealed by percussion.
He considers that the X-rays w ill often be the 
deciding factor in questionable cases.
Wenchebach (17) states that the improvement in 
Rontgen-ray apparatus which mahes i t  possible to 
tahe instantaneous radiographs of' the chest, and 
the introduction of the stereoscopic method has 
revolutionized the methods of ~hest examination 
in the prompt diagnosis of early phthisis .
Williams (18) detects a noticeable lim itation of  
movement of the diaphram on the affected side, even 
in mild cases, and considers this an important point 
in the early diagnosis of the disease.
Lawson (19) asserts that experience has not only 
substantiated the X-ray claims or sixteen years ago, 
but exalted and gloriried them, until now i t  may 
be said that the. consultant who in the diagnosis or 
a d i f f ic u lt  and obscure lung condition, has not 
brought then to his aid has failed  alibe in his 
duty to himself and to his patient. He is of 
opinion that in an early doubtful apical pulmonary 
lesion , a screen ex"mination ifavariably shews 
restricted dianhragm movement less  translucency and 
e failure to lig h t up the apex on deep respiration  
i f  early phthisis is  present.
Walsham and Overend (20) deal with the cause of 
Williams' sign in its  relation to the nerve 
supply. They consider that the lim itation of  
diaphragm movement etc is due to a.- reduction in 
the duration and amplitude of the inspiratory wave, 
with a definite measure or protection and rest ^or 
the diseased areas o.f the lung.
Leonard (21) says that i t  is possible to detect 
bronchial gland enlargements and areas of 
inriltration  about the roots of the lungs where 
neither percussion or auscultation can reach and 
before bacteriological examination has determined 
the cause of the condition.
Riviere ^22) points out that radiography goes fa r '  
to confirm the opinions that phthisis is  mere1y 
the final stage of a childhood infection seeing
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that i t  discloses as a rule old disease of bronchial 
and pulmonary glands which arrears to spread along 
the bronchial branches into the lung and especially  
towards the apex. He lays stress on the importance 
of u ti liz in g  the X-ray method in addition to other 
methods, in order to confirm the diagnosis in early 
and doubtful cases, and also to determine the extent 
of the Spread of the disease, and to show i f  the other 
side is affected or not.
Jordon (23) makes the assertion that in at least 40^ 
of a l l  cases of tuberculosis of the lungs the disease 
starts as a well defined peri-bronchial thickening. 
From the hilus the disease spreads in a l l  directions, 
but most rap'dly along the ascending and descending 
branches of the main bronchus.
On reaching the apex i t  spreads so rapidly that
very soon the apex appears c lin ic a lly  to be the chief  
seat
4of  the invasion. In the majority of cases there are 
no physical signs until the apex has become involved, 
the disease at the hilus being so deep seated that i t  
escapes detection from without.
Jordon (24) $s.ys that this peri-bronchial phthisis  
may reach an advanced stage without revealing any 
signs of i ts  presence by the usual methods of  
physical examination of the chest. He concludes that 
the only known method of making an early diagnosis 
in these cases in by means of Röntgen—rays.
(2$')
B issell and Richards (25> examined 219 cases, tine 
majority of which shewed indefinite signs and 
came to the conclusion that the medical profession  
should he taught not to depend on physical signs 
either for a positive or negative diagnosis of  
early pulmonary tuberculosis. T^ey state that a 
negative X-ray diagnosis is  as valuable and perhaps 
more conclusive than a positive one, and'are of 
opinion that tuberculosis at the hilus is  usually  
secondary to a focus in the lung.
e lv i l le  (26) discovered a new sign in X-ray  
diagnosis of phthisis.
In the normal lung during fu l l  inspiration the 
expansion of the apices is equal, and above the 
clavicle  i t  is possible to see the posterior ends 
of at least the two upper ribs , also the two 
intercostal spaces are equal width.
In lessened expansion, due to tubercle, not only 
is there less of the rihs v is ib le  but the space 
between the f i r s t  and second rihs is obliterated .  
He states that, in screening, i t  is important to 
place the .central X - r a y  accurately at the level 
of the third costal cartilage with the sternum.
The records of sixty cases I examined by 
Rontgen-rays shewed twelve which gave a positive  
reaction to tuberculin tests although no focus of 
disease in the chest could be discovered by 
physical examinati rn. In seven of these cases the
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cl o
-ray shewed d istin ct peri-hroncliial thichening 
the root of one or "both lungs which could not he 
mistaken for the normal hilus shadow.
In -a number o " cases with marked disease» which 
in percussion and auscultation arreared to he 
localized to one olrtoth apices, there was 
consider-'hie thickening at the roots o "  the lungs.
On examining these cases again subsequent to the 
X—raw examination no signs of disease could he found 
over the areas on thickening. In these cases 
apparently the thickness of normal lung substance 
between the area on consolidation and the chest-wall 
is accountable for the normal sounds, and does not 
allow of any abnormal ounds, from the diseased part' 
being heard.
On account of the frequency on this thickening 
at the hilum I have paid particular attention to 
percussion in the interscapular region at the level  
of  the roots of the lungs in-suspicious cases, and 
have sound definite dullness on each side on the 
spine in this region in cases which, on X-ray  
examination in an oblique position shewed 
thickening in the posterior mediastinum.
In two cases the ^ontgen-rays revealed, 
shadows near the base of the lung when no sign of 
the disease could be discovered by physical 
examination. These shadow" must'represent nQci of
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of* 5 isease centrally situated e.nd with a 
considerable amourt of healthy lung tissue  
surrounding then.
In on® co.se defin ite  shadows were shown nenr 
the hilum of the right lung indicating old standing 
disease which had healed while towards the anew 
evidences of small cavities pointed to a fresh  
infection.
In this case physical signs were very defin ite  
and- coincided with the results obtained from the 
screening hut the interest in the ''-ray  negative 
lay in finding these indications of old standing 
and recent disease in the same lung.
In examining X-ray plates the differences seen 
in Chronic Bronchitis, S i l ic o s is ,  and ^ub^rculosis, 
are very well marked.
In Chronic Bronchitis the peri-bronchial 
thickening shews i t s e l f  as an exaggeration of 
the normal tree like branchings or the bronchi the 
edges or which are inclined to be blurred and 
i l l d  efined.
In s i l i c o c is ,  I found on examining a large 
number or these cases from the Rand hires in 
Johannesburg, that the peri-bronchial thickening 
had a streaky- appearance resembling Ohroric 
Bronchitis but that the borders were more defined- 
probably due to the desposition of the S ilic a  along 
the bronchi and to there being a pure riftpostls and
In Tuberculosis the appearance is more of a 
mottled character.
Oases of S i lic o s is  ith Tuberculosis ahded 
shew both the streaky and the mottled anpearance 
and in these the prognosis is very bad, whereas, 
a pure s i l i  osis may recover and o^ten does i f  
the p-atient leaves the mine and goes farming, 
when the Tubercle bacillus attacks the lung as 
well the patient declines rapidly and treatment 
appears to be of no a v a i l .
In regard to +he disease at the apices, the 
physical sig^s am usually so well defined that 
i t  is doubtful whether X-rays can add to the 
information obtained from a carefully made 
physical examination.
( 29 )
l e s s  d i f f u s e  in f l a m m a t i o n .
(30 )
CHAPT I V .
The presence of Albumen in the Sputum 
has in recent years received considerable attention  
as a means of assisting diagnosis in the early stages 
o^ phthisis.
Vercesi (27'' states that he found Albumen almost 
i n v a r i a b l y  i ”1 121 sputa, both in acute and chronic 
parenchymatous processes in the lungs; In 76 cases of  
pulmonary tuberculosis the reaction was positive in 
75 cases, while acute and chronic bronchitis hardly 
ever showed any trace or albumen.
Pro role (28) as a result o f  p00 investigations  
respecting the presence o f albumen in the sputum, 
states that he invariably found positive albumen 
reaction in pulmonary tuberculosis, putrid bronchitis  
with bronchiectasis, gangrene.of the lungs and 
pneumonia. Albumen was generally absent in cases of  
chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma. Freauently 
however traces could be demonstrated in the la tte r  
d iseases.
Busnikowa (29) is of opinion, as a result of  
detailed experiments that the albumen tost is  only 
positive in the case of pulmonary tuberculosis, 
pneuminia crouposa, bronchopneumonia and gangrene,
E xa m in a t ion  o f  t h e  sputum f o r  Albumen.
that 1s to say,in the case of diseases oo the 
oarenchyma of the lungs.
he show (30) found as a result of 67 examinations a 
positive albumen reaction at the commencement of  
pulmonary tuberculosis, ‘"'he albumen test in the case 
of bronchitis is-negative.
Brunner (31) proved, that the a l b u m e n  reaction o^ the 
sputum, so long as the la t te r  is fresh and is not 
mixed with anything, is  positive in the case of  
pulmonary tuberculosis. It  i s ,  however, occasionally  
negative in the case of fibrous tuberculosis.
Gantz and Hertz (72) come to the following conclusions 
after having examined 125 cases
1. The albumen reaction is a very simnle method of  
analysis and' t nbes up so l i t t l e  time that i t  should 
be constantly applied as a help in the diagnosis of  
ph thisis .
2. The albumen reaction is  to, a certain degree 
considered to be specific  because i t  is  the 
expression of inflammation or disease of the lung.
3. In bronchial catarrh the albumen reaction is  
negative.
4. Lung tuberculosis, both at the commencement and in 
the later  stages, gives a more or less  d istinct apoear- 
ance of a positive albumen reaction -  an exception is  
made in the fibrous forms of tuberculosis.
6. In pneumonia and lung infarct the albumen reaction 
is  positive .
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6. Diseases o° the lung, even of a slight degree, give 
a d istin c tly  positive albumen reaction. In doubtnil 
cases of early lung tuberculosis, when tubercle 
b a c i l l i  cannot b° found 'in the aputum, t ve diagnosis 
may be rm-de by a positive albumen resu lt .
Hitter ( i l )  has made the statement, that a single  
negative albumen reaction is  certain evidence of the 
absence of tuberculosis.
Scott (14) denies Hitters statement and contends that 
a negative reaction may occur about 10 per cent of 
pulmonary tuberculosis cases and cor’ this readon 
considers that the test is  of more value for  
prognosis than for early diagnosis.
Biernachi (15) goes further than the simple qualitative  
estimation. He detr Tnin.es the percentage oc albumen 
present by Esbach's method and finds that tubercle 
sputum contains albumen in nuantities varying from 
.06 per cent to ..8 ner cent, the average being .2 to 
.4 pe^ cent. Larger quantities are present in the la s t  
stages o^ the disease. He states that some crses of 
bronchitis, often associated with emphysema, give a 
positive reaction.
As a rule the amount present in these cases is a mere 
trace hich cannot be estimated, and in seven cases he 
found amounts varying from .01 per cent to .15 per cent. 
L-e finds that the presence of albumen in these 
catarrhal conditions not complicated by tuberculosis 
depends on disease of the heart and vascular system.
Biernacki, from his investigation arrives at the 
following conclusions
1. The absence of albumen in the sputum proves that 
the disease has affected the bronchial tissues only, 
i ts  presence shews that the lung tissue is involved.
2 . I f  the albumen reaction is  negative the presence 
of active tuberculosis can be  excluded.
3. In active tuberculosis the reaction is positive  
almost "ithout exception.
4. The presence of . 2  per cent or more of albumen 
gives the reaction a positive tubercular character 
i f  other inflammatory conditions can be excluded. 
From a c lin ical point of view such exclusion is  
comparatively easy.
I have examined the sputa of 39 cases for albumen 
and have estimated that the quantity present in 
positive cases.
The sp u ta  i s  p rep a r ed  in  th e  manner d e s c r i b e d  
by Roger  and L e v y - V a l e b s i  ( 3 6 ) as  f o l l o w s  : -  
An ounce o f  w ater  i s  added to  an enuai  q u a n t i t y  o f  
f r e s h ,  b l o o d l e s s ,  and as f a r  as  p o s s i b l e  s a l i v a -  
f r e e  e x p e c t o r a t i o n .  The sputum sh o u ld  be c o l l e c t e d  
e a r l y  in  th e  morning in  a s t e r i l i z e d  scutum mug and 
th e  p a t i e n t  should  be  made to g a r g l e  h i s  t h r o a t  w i t h  
c o ld  b o i l e d  w a te r  b e f o r e  e x p e c t o r a t i n g .
The t e s t  should  be  done w i t h i n  t w e l v e  h o u r s  o f  
c o l l e c t i n g  th e  sputum. To t h e  sputum d i l u t e d  w ith  
an e o u a l  q u a n t i t y  o f  w a t e r  add a few  d ro p s  o f
( 3 3 )
Acetic Acid until litmus paper Vindicates that the 
mixture has "become acid, then add three more drops 
of acid and "beat up thoroughly with a glass rod to 
allow the acetic acid to precipitate a l l  the mucine; 
f i l t e r  and add one drop of acetic acid to the 
f i l t r a t e  to see i f  any mucine remains.
I f  muddiness ap p e a r s  the mixture is again 
f i lte r e d , the process "being repeated u ntil the 
mixture becomes quite clear. vo.v apply one of the 
tests for albumen. The n itr ic  acid test  is  the b °st  
although ^oger and Pevy-Valensi use Potassium 
Ferrocyanide f or this te s t .
For estimating the amount of albumen in the 
sputum I use Esbachs method for determining the 
amount of albumen in brine. The number of grammes per 
l i t r e  is indicated by the level of the albumen in 
Esbach's albuminimeter and in order to arrive at the 
percentage i t  is necessary to divide this by ten.
It  should also be remembered that the sputum was 
diluted with an equal quantity o f .w- ter ahd to 
allow for this the result must be multiplied by two. 
This gives the actual percentage of albumen in the 
sputum analysed. I found albumen rresent in 100 f- of  
35 sputa a l l  of "hich contained tubercle b a c i l l i .
The amount varied from a trace to 1 .6  per cent, the 
average being .35 per c °n t. I found that the worse 
the case was, the larger the percentage of albumen.
In the 35 cases in which a positive albumen result
( 34^
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was obtained a diagnosis of active tuberculosis had 
heen made in each case by other means as well and 




























Stage 1. $ 8 0 I p. ry in g from a 
trace to
. 19%
Stage 11. 6 s 0 Varying from a 
trac e 
to . 6/- .oof'
Stage 111. 21 21 0 Varying from a 
trace 
to 1. 6 .  VS'7?
In five cases there was a negative albumen reacts on 
although a diagnosis of latent pulmonary 
tuberculosis had been made in each case.
The results in -Pour nontubebculc r sputa were 
as follows
Three cases of chronic bronchitis die1 not shew even  
a trace of albumen, and in one case op pneumonia the 
sputum before and for some days after the cr is is  
contained about .6 per cent; a fter  which the 
albumen d isappeared.
The above results shew that in simple bronchial 
afSections albumen is absent, and it s  p r e s e n c e  
indicates that lung substance is  involved.
I am of opinion that the albumen test is of  
value in deciding whether a positive reaction to 
tuberculin tests is  associated with an active or 
inactive pulmonary tuberculosis, the albumen 
reaction being present i?i the active condition and 
absent in the la tte r .
I agree with Schmey (3?^ whose opinion of the value 
o p  the albumen reaction i s  a s  follows
1. A negative albumen reaction sneaks with 
certainty against the presence of an active  
tuberculous lesion .
2 . A positive albumen reaction proves the presence 
of active tuberculosis, when other diseases of the 
lu n g  tissue,such as pneumonia, in farct, and 
gangrene, are excluded.
~ . As the albumen reaction appeals in nuite early 
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, i t  is especially  
adapted for early diagnosis. He also suggests the
( 7 7 )
following
fa} I f  the albumen reaction and the Von Pirouet 
reaction are "both positive» then there is active  
tubérculos i s .
("b) An albumen negative react ion and a Von Firnuet 
positive reaction prove an inactive latent or healed 
tuberculosis•
(c) An albumen positive and Von Pirouet negative 
reaction prove a nontuberculous trouble.
(d) I f  the albumen and Von Pirquet reactions are 
both negative pulmonary tuberculosis can be 
entirely excluded.
Schmey ( f 8 } says that the apnea ranee of albumen in 
the sputum of tuberculosis patients is  the result of  
a toxic ir r ita t io n , emanating ^ron the tubercular 
focus, which sets in as soon as the b a c i l l i  have 
settled down in the tissues and commenced' to 
multiply.
Ridge and Treadgold ( 79} found that albumen 
dissapears from the sputum in cases of pulmonary 
tuberculosis which .has been cured. Continued absence 
of the albumen as well as of b a c i l l i  indicate absence 
ofatuperculosis.
ORTHOSTATIC ALBUMINURIA.
LÍídhe and Oturm (40} investigated orthostatic  
albuminuria a-nd its  importance from a diagnostic  
standpoint. They examined 140 tuberculosis cases c0r
the i>r° sence q-p +h.Is condition, and round tbat 102 rs.ye 
g uositive albumin reaction in their urine after  th y 
had "been s t a n d i n g  nor one hour, dirty belonged to the 
f  irs-t stage, -^ifty to the second, and thirty  to the 
third stage.
Positive reaction was obtained in fi'f’t y - thr.ee Prom • 
the n irst , thirty-two from the second, and seventeen 
from' the third stage, ^ight control individuals a l l ,  
after standing for an hour, remained free r̂-on 
albumen in the urine. The authors believe that 
orthostatic albuminuria in tuberculous ^individuals is  
to be attributed to toxic irr itatio n  or the Kidheys. 
ho changes could be found > ’ afifeer standing, in the 
haemoglobin content or in the number or 
erythrocytes. On the other hand, the pressure in the 
pulse was shewn to be lowered. In the urinary- deposit 
or tuberculous patients exhibiting orthostatic  
albuminuria tubercle b a c i l l i  were found on several 
occasions. /. casual connection between tuberculous 
disease and the albuminuria, produced by standing may 
be assumed to exist in the mn .jority o r  c a -cs or 
. orthostatic albuminuria.
Ohalier ! 41  ̂ found orthostatic albuminuria, in 0-p 
in it ia l  '•ases of tuberculosis.
( X p ^
Examination of Sou turn for Tube no1, e B a c i l l i .
(T9)
CHAPTER V.
Koch discovered the Tubercle Bacillus in 1882 and 
since that date the presence of this Bacillus in the 
sputum has been looked upon as the deciding indication  
in favour of pulmonary tuberculosis, wrom the 
diagnostic . standpoint however the tubercle bacillus  
is only of secondary importance as i t  is  not found 
in early or incipient tuberculosis. Whereas, i ts  
presence is a definite proof of tuberculosis of the 
lungs in an advanced sta,ge, i t s  absence does not 
signify that the patient may not be suffering from 
the condition in i t s  earlier  stages.
tubercle b a c i l l i  are only found in the sputum a.fter
they have caused caseation which on breaking through
the mucosa allow of the bacillus entering a bronchus
*
and thus infecting the sputum. Generally the disease 
has been present for some time before this caseation 
occurs, and after i t  has occurred i t  is easy to 
understand that a comparatively large number of  
b a c i l l i  may be present and escape detection by the 
methods of microscopical investigation at present 
in use.
Table 4 has been drawn up by me to show how rarely  
tubercle b a c i l l i  are found in the early -stage of the 
disease compared with the frequency with which they
are found in the la ter  stages.
i examined the sputa of 56 cases of 
undoubted active tuberculosis and the table 
shews the number of patients in|each stage and 
also the number and percentage whose snuta shewed 
the tubercle bacillus on examination a f t ° r  using 
the ordinary ziehl-neelsen stain and, i f  this gave 
no resu lt , using antiformin or one o'1 thv other 







B accilli  in 
Sputum.
Percentage.
Stage 1. 19 2 11%
Stage 11. 16 12 70%
Stage 111. 21 19 90%
Nowadays tubercle b a c i l l i  in the sputum indicates 
an opeiv tubercluar lesion in lung, and from the 
time of its  apnearanee the nuesf ion of the 
p o ss ib ility  of a mixed infection arises ,
I f  streptococci pneunococci or the 
bacillus of influenza are found in a tubercular 
sputum the prognosis is bad. Notwithstanding what 
has been said above, the discovery of the tubercle 
bacillus i s  of the greatest importance, because to 
the busy general practitioner who has not a great 
deal of time to devote to the very fine methods of 
physical examination or other sc ie n tif ic  methods 
of diagnosis, thè presence of the bacillus in the 
sputum at once proves the condition to be 
pulmonary tub erculo s i s .
Technique of examination
The mèthod to be employed in collecting  
sputum for examination has already been dealt with 
in Chapter IV.
Sticker (47/) has recommended the use of .2 grams 
of iodide o^ potassium, .in order to bring about a 
catarrh a r t i f i c i a l ly  in cases without expectoration 
but I do not advise this method.
Emetics have been given in the early morning to 
patients without expectoration and the vomit 
searched for masses of expectoration but no g;ood 
results have been obtained from this method. The 
contents of the sputum-mug are poured into a glass  
dish which is placed on a blach surface, great care 
should, be exercised in choosing the part for  
examination.
The c e n t r e  o f  an o p a q u e ,  g r e y ,  h a r d ,  fr a g m en t
(41 )
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caseous or necrotic in appearance should he 
picked out with forceps and smeared on a previously 
warmed s lid e , a rusty looking piece should not he 
neglected hut starchy food particles should he 
carefully avoided. After drying' and fixing hy 
passing through a hunsen flame one of the following 
staining.methods are employed
1. The ordinary Ziehl-neelsen method which is suite  
the t e s t .  When dealing with a number of slides I 
employ a simple and cheap device which saves much 
time. A couple of glass rods a10 inch and a h alf  
apart, are placed across the sink, the ends being 
fixed into wooden blocks.
The slides are placed on these rods and a strong 
solution of carhol-fuchsin poured onto them. Tte  
hunsen flame is  then arrlied until a head of steam 
arises and after  rive minutes staining J",he slides  
are washed rapidly and decolorised with 3S" 
Hydrochloric Acid for at least ten minutes, and 
longer i f  possible. I have had excellent results  
after leaving the slides in hydrochloric. Acid 
solution for several hours. Wash in water and i f  
there is any fear of the sputum having been
contaminated by other acid-^ast b a c i l l i  of which
there are a considerable number or vs.rieties, the
slide should now he decolorised with absolute
alcohol for a couple or minutes. The reason ror 
this is that the tubercle bacillus is both '
" a c id -fa st"  and " s p ir i t - fa s t ” whereas these other 
"a c id -fa s t ” b a c i l l i  become decolorised on 
treatment with alcohol. , In staining urinary 
deposits for tubercle b a c i l l i  this should always 
be done as the "a c id -ca st"  smegma bacillus whicb 
has a very similar morphological characteristics  
is readily decolorised i f  treated with absolute 
alcohol cor one minute. Brown • however 
contends that no staining®method differen tiates  
tubercle b a c i l l i  from smegma b a c i l l i  and advises 
the use i f  cultural methods for thisfpurpose.•
.After th is , the slide is again washed, and 
counterstained with L o f f le r 's  Methylene blue for  
20 to ho seconds, now wash, b lot dry in air  and 
examine with an o il  immersion lens of i /1 2 th  inch 
focus for five  minutes unless of course positive  
results are obtained in a shorter time.
2. Herman's method may be emrloyed -  use r-'' 
Crystal V iolet in 95f alcohol mixed with three 
volumes of 1 f- ammonium carbonate as mordant and 
stain with this for a. few minutes, wash, treat 
with 10r n itr ic  acid and then absolute alch olo l.  
Counter staining with chrysoidin is useful in
bringing out metachromatic spore-like granules 
and branching forms.
f .  Another method, the pierin method, is strongly  
recommended by Horace Wilson f44^ .
I t  is as follows §tain with Carbol-fuchsin,
I C- ; )
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warm, but without too much neat: nour ofa the stain 
without washing- and pour or wienie acid at coho"1 
(consisting of enual parts of saturated solution of 
picric  acid and alcohol' a fter  three secoras wash with 
gQ gi_ fio-X “ treat -vith 1 - ni tr3 s acia t i l l  yel low 
(30 seconds) wash again with 60 r ale oho1 , courWterstain 
with picric acia-alcohol t i l l  lemora coloured, ana wash 
with d is  t i l le d  water ana dry pertly at low heat. -The 
b a c i l l i  are thrown out very cofisniciously against the 
yellow background.
Concentration methods : -  In the results nre negative 
one of thr collowing concentration methods may he 
employed
"The tubercle b a c i l l i  usually occur in ncsts in clujnps 
of sputum and these concentration methods dissolve the 
mucous and collect together any b a c i l l i  that may he 
present" .
A. Uhlerhuth and Ty1 ander' s Antiformin method ^4“̂ .
The d etails  of1 this are as follows The sputum is  
mixed with 11;:' of antiformin, placed in a storpered 
bottle  and shaken v io1 ently nor two or three minutes to 
break up the sputum, then put in a incubator -"or 11 to 
60 minutes until the mucous part is dissolved and 
becomes a watery f lu id .
This is centrifugal ised for about fifteen  minutes until  
a l l  the deposit has sunk to the bottom on the tube. Apter  
decanting the deposit may he washed in normal saline  
solution and again centrifugalised, r loopful op the
upper la y e r  o p the d e p o s i t  i s  then spread out or a 
s l i d e ,  f ix e d  and stained in the usual way, except 
that on account o f  the harsh treatment o f  the 
b a c i l l u s  with the c a u s t i c ,  instead oe p u tt in g  the 
carjDol-fuchsin on the s l i d e  and heat in g  i t ,  i t  i s  
“b e t t e r  to put some o f  the s ta in  in to  a t e s t  tube, 
b r in g  to the b o i l  and pour i t  on the s l i d e .  I t  i s  
a l s o  necessary  f o r  the sa^e reason to d e c o l o r i s e  
with a veaker h y d r o c h lo r i c  ac id  s o lu t i o n  
as the s t ron ger  s o lu t io n  tends to remove the 
c o l o u r  fro ' '1 the b a c i l l u s  as w e l l .
Antiforrai/v i s  prepared, as f o l l o w s  Liquor Sodae 
G hlor inatae  (Labarraque1 s so lu t ion ' '  i s  f i r s t  made 
by adding Chlorinated l i n e  to sodium- carbonate and 
an enual part  o f  1 df- sodium hydrate i Q added to the 
s o lu t i o n  thus formed •
One ‘part o f  antifopmin to -eive narts  o f  sputum 
i s  s u f f i c i e n t  but one to f o u r  may be used in the 
case o f  very  tenacious sputum. The advantages o f  
the anticormin are
1. I t  has l e s s  e f f e c t  on the s ta in in g  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  
t u b e r c le  b a c i l l i  than any o th er  m ater ia l  used in 
con cen tra t ion  methods.
2.  Breaks up the sputum r a p id ly .
3. D is s o lv e s  a l l  organisms immediately except  the 
,fa c i d - f a s t "  ones.
4.  I f  applied  in a not  too  concentrated  form and 
not too long  i t  does not  k i l l  the tu b e r c le  b a c i l l u s .
(4=0
This .is a u s e fu l  q u a l i t y  i f  i t  i s  des ired  to 
c u l t i v a t e  the organism on. s u i t a b le  media o f  which, 
i t  may be noted h e r e , t h e  most s a t i s f a c t o r y  nre : -
1. D o r s e t ’ s p la in  egg medium ; made by .adding one 
part  o f  s t e r i l i z e d  .05% sodium c h lo r id e  s o lu t io n  to 
three parts  o f  egg which has been c a r e f u l l y  mined 
and stra ined  through gauze.
2.  G lycer in e  egg (Labenau'' medium : one nart  or  p>̂  
G lycer ine  in .85% sodium c h lo r i d e  s o lu t i o n  added to 
three parts  o f  egg, and a pew drops o f  a l c o h o l i c  
b a s i c  fuchsin  added to c o l o u r  i t  p ink ,  "h is  i s  o f  
advantage in a id ing  the d e t e c t i o n  o f  e a r ly  or  scant 'r 
g row th s .
5. Frugonis animal t i s s u e  method : soak f r e s h  
r a b i t s  lung or  o th er  t i s s u e  in , sodium c h lo r id e  
s o lu t i o n  con ta in in g  6'n g ly c e r in e  f o r  one hour and
o
then s t e r i l i z e  by a u toc la v in g  at 120 C nor 45
minutes and then supported over  the su r fa ce  o f  8%
g ly c e r in e  b o i i i l l o n .  Cultures f o r  t u b e r c le  b a c i l l i
ere  im p ra c t ica b le  without c o n c e n tr a t i o n ,  and the
ant iform in  method should always be used .
B. Biederts concentration method for mucous,
atypical, scanty sputum. In this method an alkaline
substance is  used in the preparation of the slide
and therein i t  resembles 4-he antiformin method
15 0 . 0 .  o f  sputum i s  mixed w i t h  50 1 . 0 .  o f  v a t e r
*
in a beaker. S tir  constantly and add four to eight 
drops of 10m solution of caustic soda. Boil s low ly
(4.6'»
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and at the sar*e time add 60 to  90 0 .0 .  o f  water 
u n t i l  the mixture becomes thin in c o n s is t e n c e .
N ow c en t r  i  fug- a U s e ,  or  stand "or  two or  three days,
|iix wi t h . the sediment with a l i t t l e  egg albumen 
and smear on to  a s l i d e .  B iedert  recommends t v e 
egg albumen to -°ix because without i t  the d e p o s i t  
i s  very  l i a b l e  to wash o f f  the s l i d e  during the 
s t a in in g  p r o c e s s .  I found the same d i ^ - i c u l t y  ”rhen 
using the antiform-in method and over  came i t  by 
heat and mixing the sediment with some g l a i r y  
transparent  mucous from the sputum,this i s  nutte 
as e f f i c a c o u s  as egg albumen and the n e c e s s i t y  f o r  
procu r in g  the l a t t e r  substance i s  o b v ia te d .  B iedert  
then s ta in s  f o r  tu b e r c le  b a c i l l i  in the ord inary  
way except  that he s ta in s  with ca rb o l  fuch s in  f o r  
8 minutes instead o f  5 minutes.
C.-Van K e t e l ' s method is  on value when the scutum is  
watery, cop ious  o r  pu ru len t .  100 1 .0 .  o f  sputum is  
mixed with 5 0 .0 .  o f  l i q u i d  c a r b o l i c  a c id  and 
s hah en th o r  ough 1 y ,
The mixture i s  then c e n t r i fu g a l  i sed o r  l e f t  
standing f o r .24 hours .  The sediment i s  removed with 
a p i p e t t e  and a f i lm  i s  made in the o rd in a ry  way. 
S f t e r  drying in a i r ,  rassthrough a flame and wash 
in ch loro form  f o r  one to  three  minutes.  Again wash • 
in water ,  b l o t  and pass through f lame, s ta in  with 
c a r b o l - fu c h s in  and c o u n t e r -s ta in  with methylene b lu e .
f 48
D . Another s a t i s f a c t o r y  method i s  the Mulhauser- 
Ozaplewski method f o r  con centra t ing  b a c t e r i a .
Shake up the sputum with f o u r  to e ight  times i t s  
volume o f  T per cent  s o lu t i o n  o f  sodium hydrate in 
a stonuered b o t t l e .  tfhen the mixture has become a 
smooth mucilaginous f l u i d  add a few drops o f  rhenol 
-p h th a le in  s o lu t io n  and b r in g  the pink mixture 
thus formed to the b o i l .  Then add drop by drop a 2 
per  cent s o lu t io n  o f  a c e t i c  acid  s t i r r i n g  
co n s ta n t ly  u n t i l  the pink c o l o u r  i s  ju s t  
d isch arged .  I p the l e a s t  excess  o f  ac id  i s  added 
over  that ju s t  s u f f i c i e n t  • to  cause Ahe pink 
co lo u r  to d isappear  Mucin w i l l  be p r e c i p i t a t e d .
Now c e n t r i f u g a l i s e , smear sediment on a s l i d e  and 
sta in  f o r  tu b e r c le  b a c i l l i .
The con cen tra t ion  methods d escr ibed  above , o f  
which ant i form in  i s  the most u s e f u l ,  are o f  value 
to the genera l  P r a c t i t i o n e r  who has n e i t h e r  the 
time nor the opportun ity  f o r  s ta in in g  and 
examining many s l i d e s .  By con cen tra t in g  the 
b a c i l l i  he gets  p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t s  where by the 
ord inary  method he would get  n ega t ive  ones .
For the experts  these methods have not always the 
same advantage because he knows almost by 
i n t u i t i o n  whether a sputum i s  tu bercu la r  o r  n o t ,  
and long  p r a c t i c e  has taught him to r e co g n iz e  the 
p a r t i c l e s  which contain  the l a r g e s t  number o f  
b a c i l l i  and which w i l l  g iv e  the b es t  r e s u l t s  on
s ta in in g  and examination. In examining the s l i d e s  
care should "be taken not  to  mistake s ta in  d en o s i t s  
in cracks o r  s c ra tch es  on the g la s s  f o r  the r od l ik e  
" b a c i l l i  o f  tub ere 1 e .
i f  n eg a t ive  r e s u l t s  are obtained by examination 
by the above methods we s t i l l  have the. t e s t  o f  
animal in n o cu la t ion  which i s  the most r e l i a b l e  of1 
a l l .
Guinea n igs  are the b es t  f o r  t h is  purpose,and 
the n e c e s s i t y  f o r  tak ing  our a v i v i s e c t i o n  l i c e n c e  
should not  he l o s t  s ig h t  o f .  Some o-** the suspected 
m ater ia l  i s  mixed with " i .G .  o f  s t e r i l e  s a l t  
s o lu t i o n  and in je c te d  in t r a -p e r i t o n e a , l l y  in to  the 
animals,  which are k i l l e d ,  in from fo u r  to  s i r  
weeks and the organs examined f o r  d e p o s i t s  o f  
t u b e r c le  b a c i l l i .  Some exper im en ters -p la ce  a .sm all  
quanti ty  o f  the sputu1" in the sub-cutaneous t i s s u e s  
o f  the thigh or  g r o in ,  a small s1rin i n c i s i o n  having 
been made which i s  a fterwards c losed  up with, 
c o l o d io n .
The neighbouring lymphatic  glands become r i r s t 
enlarged and then caseous .  The animal l o o s e s  weight 
and g e n e r a l ly  d ies  w ith in  s i x  weeks i f  not  p r e v io u s ly  
k i l l e d . .
Tubercle  b a c i l l i  in the sputum may he demonstrated 
by th is  method when a l l  o thers  have proved a f a i l u r e .  
Qppenheimer (46 '  in je c t e d  ur ine  suspected o f
( 4 9 )
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co n ta in in g  tu b e r c le  b a c i l l i  in to  the l i v e r s  on 
experimental animals;  he eras ahle by t h is  method to 
reduce the time tab en ^or the experiment to ni-pteen 
days, and in the case o f  very  v i r u le n t  m ater ia l  to 
f i v e  days.
Examination on the naeces .
Tubercle  b a c i l l i  have bee7i demonstrated
in the fa e ce s  on p h t h i s i c a l  r a t i e n t s  benore
t u b e r c u lo s i s  o f  the in t e s t i n e s  shewed i t s e l f ,  ""hey
are due to s'outum being swallowed.
A qua n t i ty  o f  the fa e ce s  i s  mixed with TP 1 . 0 .  o n
a 15 per  cent  s o lu t io n  o n  a n t i fo rm ic  and well
broben up u n t i l  an en u ls i 'n  is  no rated. Another 00 « —
O.C. i s  added, and a f t e r  standing nor two hours,  
thecreamy sediment which norms i s  p ip e t te d  onn p.rd 
examined and stained in the usual manner.
P h i l ip  and P or te r  (47) re p o r t  having examined 009 
specimens o f  f a e c e s ;  40 shewed no t u b e r c le  b a c i l l i  
in the sputum, hut 29 o f  them gave ev idence  on 
tu b e r c le  b a c i l l i  in the naec e s .  on ^4 c a w s  which 
had no sputum, 17 shewed tu b e rc le  b a c i l l i  in the 
s t o o l s ;  t h e r e fo r e  in c e r t a in  cases  t h is  method i s  o- 
v a l u e .
Examination o f  the b lood  .
Posenberger (48) in 1909 f i r s t  drew a t t e n t io n  to 
the f a c t  that i t  was p o s s i b l e  to demonstrate 
tu b erc le  b a e i l l i i n  the hlood o f  most cases  or
ph th isis , even in the early stages.
Kirashige (49'' examined the blood o f 1 5  ̂ a a of
milder and more revere cases of pulmonary tuberculosis 
and demonstrated the presence of the b a c i l l i  in 
every case.
Sturm (50) found tubercle b a c i l l i  in the blood of 44 
per cent or cases in the " i r s t  stage or pulmonary 
tuberculosis, in 58 rer cent or cases in the second 
stage and in 4P- per cent in the third stage.
Other observers haye not been eb1 e to d is cover 
them in -early  cases in the blood, hut have been 
successful in the la ter  stages.
Lippman ( si ) tooh 10 '' .0 . o "  blood from a natient, 
and having added 5 r»er cent or acetic acid, 
centrifugalised the mixture. To the deposit he added
o
a n t i fo rm in ,  incubated i t  at  a temperature or  57 q 
and again c e n t r i g u g a l i s e d .
He obtained tubercle b a c i l l i  in films obtained 
rrom the deposit o f  55 per cent or advanced cases, 
in 55 per cent of second stage cases, but was unable 
to discover any in early cases.
Rogers and ilurphey (52}investigated pi f t y  cases or 
tuberculosis in different stages, by the Kurashigi- 
Schmitter method, which is  as follows Add 1 1 .0 .  o r  
blood to 5 0 .0 .  of 5 per cent acetic acid, c-entriruge 
for hair and hour, dissolve the sediment in “ 0 .1 .  
concentrated antiformin and add 5 0 . 0 .  absolute
( 5 1 )
Alcohol, again centrifuge, wash in d is ti l le d  wetar, 
centrifuge oncr: more, make a s"1ide and st^ in . 
Bachmist er (55) refers to finding tubercle 
b a c i l l i  in the blood of healthy Persons and 
in sists  that this i s  a manif’ station of pseudo­
tuberculosis .
V eribisier (54) a fter  very careful study has come 
to the conclusion that i t  is suite erroneous to 
believe that blood of tuberculous patients cont°ins 
tubercle bacibli in even as many as of* the
cases. The bactericidal power 0 -° the blood s-'rum 
is adeems te even in sue1-1 patients.
?erum Diagnosis Although i t  is d i f f ic u l t  to 
obtain tubercle bac.ill i  in the blood of early cases 
or p h th isis , certain methods have l e v  aborted to 
aid the diagnosis or early phthisis by the 
estimation or the opsonic index of the serum and by 
the accurate estimation or the agglutinins usually  
present in the blood. The tuberctilo or,sonic index 
does'not, in health, f a l l  below 0 . F or rise above 
1 .2 .  Indices persistently  above or below these 
1 evels oInt to tuberculosis .
Another method is Lhat of the "ixation or the 
complement; The la tte r  Is dealt .vith by Dudgeon, 
¿••ieek and fe ir  (55). Antigens used are extracts or 
sputum and tissu es, tuberculin, and tubercle 
b a c i l l i .  In every case where a patient was under
treatment with tuberculin, the reaction was 
p o sitiv e . It  was always negative in persons who were 
only in contact with tuberculous6 people.
Nesfield (^6^ could not find antibodies in acute 
tuberculosis. He shows the relation between the 
antibody content and the opsonic index, and he 
believes the lew-oo^yte is a very delicate test  
forthe amount of -°ree antibody in the serum.
Glover f 571 considers that the complement-
fixation reaction, the estimation of the 
tuberculo-opsonic index, rnd the sub­
cutaneous injection of test doses of tuberculin 
rank with the sputum examinations are the most 
reliable  tests of tuberculosis. He' carefully  
investigated cases by the above methods and 
the results of his study or Serum reactions 
shewed th a t -1 . -^o- stive complement -fixation is  
strong presumptive evidence of active or 
quiescent disease.
2. Positive complement fixation  plus a positive  
opsonic index is definite  evidence of active  
d isea.se.
x. A positive opsonic Index is defin ite  evidence 
of active or nuiescent disease.
4 . Negative complement fixation is in nine cases • 
out of ten evidence against active disease.
5. Negative complement fixation plus a negative 
opsonic index is almost defin ite  evidence .against
( =54''
S. A repeatedly negative opsonic index is  
d -f in ite  evidence against active disease.
Glower sums un the results o-** his researches as 
follows
1. That ah out o-a cases coninn- under 
Observation. as supposed early ph thisis , hut with 
no b a c i l l i  in the sputum nrove to be negative? 
nevertheless,
2 , That such negative cases may Present 
c lin ica l signs on impairment of* "Percussion note, 
breath sounds, and resonance a t ,a t  le a s t ,  one 
apex; and
.2. That moist sounds in such cases are almost 
invariable absent: therefore
4 . It  is  not ju s ti f ia b le  to diagnose active  
tuberculosis on the strength only o^ impairment 
of one apex.
5. That active disease con-fired to one apex, with 
a repeatedly negative sputum, is not common;
6 . That where moist sounds are present, further 
investigation is needed to exclude or con-firm 
the nressnce of active disease.
7 . “'hat when this investigation takes the form 
of the comp! "'-ment —fixation reaction along with 
the estimation of the opsonic index ( i f  necessary, 
repeatedly1), a -cinal diagnosis can he made ’"ithout 
recourse to test injections of  tuberculin.
a c t i v e  d i s e a s e .
Ascòlis thermo-precipitin rerot ion
■papiri<3l i  (hS) describes a. method oh arrijrirp this 
test which consists in mixing sputum -rith 
chloroform, ir cubat in r , nd then replacing the 
chloroform by a saline, The f i l t r a t e  is then run 
on to the surface of Vall'ée's e n t i - tuberculous 
serum and after  keeping in an incubator nor halo 
an hour, a ring forms at the junction line I f  
the case is one of pulmonary tuberculosis.
examination of the sputum "or e la stic  fib res .
Boil a ouartity o f  sputum with an enual volume 
or liquor potassae and allow the resultant liouid  
to s e t t le .  On examining the deposit microscopically 
e la stic  fibres can be detected, i f  t vey ere 
present, no staining being required.
This method was used before the discovery or 
the tubercle b a cillu s . The nreserce o f ribres 
indicate breaking down or lung tissue and t^e test  
is or no use in the early stages or the disease.
(
Von Pirouet' s Cutaneous Reaction.
T h is-is  a method of diagnosis, introduced 
"by Von Pirquet (59) in 1907, and consists o^ the 
application of tuberculin to small areas on 
scarified shin.
Von Pirouet originally  used Koch’ s old tuberculin 
diluted to the extent of 25'^ with .5 per cent 
Carbolic Acid in normal saline solution.
Undiluted old Tuberculin is now used, 
method of application of the te s t .  The flexor
aspect of the forearm is  f i r s t  cleansed with
alcohol. Two drops oftuberculin are then allowed to 
f a l l  on the shin about five  inches apart. The shin 
within each drop is  then scarified with a 
sterilised  Von Firouet needle. In scarifying, the 
needle is  applied v e rtic a lly  and rotated; only the 
superficial layers of the shin are- removed and blood 
should not be drawn, a control scar within a drop 
of 2 0  per cent glycerine in normal saline solution  
should be made between the two previous marhs, the
needle being carefully sterilised  before doing so.
Appearance after applying the t e s t : -  
Traumatic reaction A traumatic reaction is seen 
after about an hour as a result of the operation. 
This redness generally disappears in an hour or two .
CHAPTER V I .
'"’he traumatic reaction is  the same in the control 
area as in the others.
Positive reaction : -  This shews as a redness in 
three or -four hours hut is not do bn at the control 
snot. The redness increases -°or ahout t~renty ^our 
hours "hen a red papule, surrounded by a 
hyperaemic area of vivid^colour• develon$s at the 
s ite  of inoculation.
The diameter of the papule varies within '.vide 
lim its  -  from one to twenty m illim eters. A few 
vesicles may arpear around the papules. After a 
while the papule and surrounding hyneraemia 
dis^appears leaving a small Pigmented area.
Negative reaction When the reaction is negative 
the result is rimilar to f hat at the control snot, 
a, small scair due to the scarification  of the svin 
is generally a l l  that is  lent sift nr twentTr four 
hours.
The reaction may vary very con°iderahly. It nay 
reach a maximum and almost dis^appear in twenty 
four hours or i t  may increase gradually for three 
or nour days and then descreaeftvery slowly.
Wolff-Wisner ■bo's is of opinion that this low 
increase or slow decrease indicates a latent ">esion 
and ca lls  i t  a " la t e  reaction” .
I f  a, negative reaction is obtained i t  as well 
to repeat the experiment after  a -few days 
interval when i t  is possible that a positive reaction
may appear in cases or latent tuberculosis.
Von Pirquet (6t) found that in sons cases after  
repeating the inoculation the reaction became 
more marked, and a previously negative result  
became p o sitiv e . Some investigators hold that 
a l l  cases with a negative reaction w ill  become 
positive in time -  i i  the test is annlied o^ten 
enough.
V o lf f -  isnsr (é)H) considers that the positive  
result o f  the reaction whe" repeated indicates 
the presence of latent tubercular centres.
1  aels has demonstrated the specific  action
of tuberculin, bjr this method, in cut sections 
of the papules which shew typical tubercular 
nodules having giant c e lls  surrounded by 
epithelioid and round c e l ls .
The test may fa i l
( l )  in general tuberculosis,
(8 ) in the final stages or tuberculosis ,
( ”0  in cases of tuberculosis complicated by 
another disease,
(4) in general cacheria .
(■I) during an attach or measles and some 
other acute transcient conditions -
( 6 ) when a tolerance of tuberculin has been 
developed due to subcutaneous in .lections,
Table 5 shews the results of Forty-three Von 
Pirouets 1 -sts perrormed by me with undiluted old
f ^9 )
Tuberculin.
As laid down above, i f  the test spots were 
similar in appearance to the control orots at the 
end o-o 2 4  hours, the result was loohed upon as 
negative.
Traces of a positive reaction- were regarded as 
being: present, i f ,  at the =nd of 24 hours, there 
was d istin c tly  more hyperaemia at the test spots 
that at the control, without any evidence or 
papule formation. In such ca-es the test should 
be repeated but for the purposes or this table 
the f i r s t  application or the' test only is  tahen 
into account.
I f  a papule formed.»-its diameter was measured 
at the end of 24 hours and the result charted.
Each case was c lin ic a lly  diagnosed as Tuberculosis, 
and placed in stages according to the Turban- 
Gerhardt c la ss ific a tio n ,
S-«a crv-c^- .
" A B L E  V .
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TABLE V.
Turban-G e r h a r d t  
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n S t a g e  1 . S t a g e  2 . S t a g e  17.
Number t e s t e d 20 7 16
Number g i v i n g  a 






Number g i v i n g  a 





Number g i v i n g  t r a c e s  






Number w it h  p a p u le s  
2 -4  mm in d i a m e t e r -  







Number w i t h  p a p u l e s  
5 - 9  mm in d i a m e t e r -  







Number w i t h  p a p u le s  
10 mm o r  more in  
d i a m e t e r  - s t r o n g  
r e a c t i o n .
VIT 0
0
The above  t a b l e  shews t h a t  a l a r g e  m a j o r i t y  of1 
c l i n i c a l l y  t u b e r c u l a r  p a t i e n t s  g i v e  a p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  to th e  Von P i r q u e t  t e s t .  The s t r o n g e s t
f Si 'I
reactions only occur in cases in Stage 1 of the 
disease and the number of positive reactions 
decrease in percentage as the stages of the disease 
advance.
W olff-Eisner (64) states that a positive reaction 
indicates the existence of the capacity to react, 
whereas failu re to react indicates a lack of this  
capacity. He considers that a negative reaction in 
a case of undoubted tuberculosis is to be regarded 
as an ominous sign, whilst a positive  reaction 
indicates that the reactive capacity is  present, or 
in other words, that the body is s t i l l  canable of  
fighting against the disease.
Szaboky (65) confirms the view that a negative
Von Pirnuet in a patient with undoubted tuberculosis,
as a rule means a bad prognosis.
The decrease of this reactive capacity does not 
necessarily correspond to the stage which the disease 
has reached, although on the f i r s t  glance at the Table 
this arrears to be the case. This must be attributed  
to the fact that, as a rule, a patient with Slight 
disease resists  infection, and therefore possesses 
fu ll  reactive capacity, whereas, in a patient with 
advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, the reactive  
capacity has been worn out in the struggle.
The inference is that a negative reaction in 
Stage 1 indicates the patients in ab ility  to fight
( go >
the disease and that he w ill rapidly get worse and 
die, also a marked positive reaction in an 
advanced stage would indicate that the disease is 
inhibited or almost inactive and that the patient 
may liv e  for years.
-..ary Lincoln (66) states that in $0% of cases giving 
a positive Yon Pirouet reaction the results were- 
verified by the opsonic index; that the' Yon Pirnuet 
and Calmette reactions agreed in 92r of non- 
tubercular cases, in 69^ of cases of bone and joint 
tuberculosis, and in 64w of cases of lung 
tuberculosis; She found that the more advanced the 
disease the smaller is the percentage on positive  
results obtained with tuberculin te sts .
Non-Tubercular Gases
Wolff-Eisner (67) has pointed out that out of 192 of  
his cases, apparently free from tuberculosis, 96 gave 
a positive reaction to the Von Pirquet te s t .  All 
these patients were under treatment f or other 
diseases, and did not shew any sign or symptom of  
tuberculosis, Doubtless in these socalled healthy 
persons many had latent' and healed up or inactive
tuberculous lesion s.
/
Handler and ^reibick (68) obtained 78 Cutaneous 
reactions out of 62 healthy individuals.
This frequent response to the cutaneous reaction in 
apparently healthy nersons, has forced some observers
( 6 f )
to the conclusion that the reaction is  of l i t t l e  
or no use for diagnosis.
Oitron (69) for example, regards the reaction as 
u s e le ss .
Wolff-Eisner (70) considers that the frenuent 
appearance o f a positive reaction in apparently 
healthy people is  due to the •'"'act that the 
cutaneous reaction indicates the presence in the 
body of inactive as well as active tuberculosis: 
he states that an inactive and ehcapsuled 
tubercular centre may not be discovered by 
c lin ica l examination and may give rise to no 
symptoms, and therefore the patient is  considered 
c lin ic a l ly  healthy. He brings forward postmortem, 
evidence to support this view. In five  cases 
giving no reaction, no traces of tuberculous 
change could be found on postmortem examination, 
whilst the autopsy on Eight giving a positive  
reaction revealed tuberculous 'changes in each one, 
six being cases with old , encapsules and healed up 
tubercular centres in different rarts o f  the body. 
In Childhood. The mainstay in the diagnosis of  
active pulmonary tuberculosis, v iz ,  the oresence or 
tubercle b a c i l l i  in the sputum ca1'1 in no way be 
depended uponjin the case of children, since the 
lesions do not as a rule communicate with the 
bronchiL, and even in definite  pulmonary 
tuberculosis the sputum is often not obtainable.
Therefore a considerable amount of reliance has 
to be placed upon tuberculin te s ts .  I t  would 
however appear evident that because o f the great 
frequency with which a positive reaction is  
obtained i t  can be of no great assistance  
except in infants, in the diagnosis of 
tuberculosis. A negative reaction is  of much 
more value for with certain reservations i t  shews 
that tuberculosis may be excluded.
In infants and children under the age of 7 years 
a positive  reaction means the presence of active  
tuberculosis because in these there is  no 
p o ss ib ility  o f  old or latent disease . A negative 
result may be regarded as defin ite  proof of the 
absence of any tubercular lesion s.
0 . p.Rogers (71) gives his opinion o f  the value 
of the Von f'irquet te s t ,  derived from the cases 
of 50 children under the age of 7 years who had 
given a positive reaction. Before the age of 2 
years a positive reaction seems to be an indication  
that the l i f e  of the child, is l ik e ly  to be short. 
The mortality among a l l  children up to the age of  
10 who react to the test is  much higher than that 
of normal children.
many authorities believe that the great majority 
of children under twelve 'years of age are 
infected with tuberculosis in some form, and 
they consider that the question of practical  
importance is  not the frequency of the 
occurance but how often the condition is  an
( 6 4 )
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active one requiring treatment. In this respect 
the Von -^irquet test is looked upon hy S .7 .
Me L e ll  an (72) and others as "being of great 
value.
CONCLUSIONS.
Von N'ipqiiet (72) states that the positive  result 
of the reaction indicates with certainty the 
presence of active or inactive tuberculomas 
changes. He found that in each of 71 children 
giving a positive reaction there were 
tuberculous changes, at any rate caseated glands, 
at the post-mortem.
Comby ( 7 4 )  performed post-mortem examinations on  
78 cases who had given a negative reaction and in 
none was there any evidence of tuberculosis, 
whilst at the post-mortem examination on four who 
had given a positive  reaction tuberculosis changes 
were found in each case.
In regard to Infants W olff-fisn er ( is )  states that 
newly born children never without exception give a 
positive  reaction, and that tubercular changes are 
never found post-mortem in the sipst infant stage, 
whereas as age increases the number o f positive  
reactions also increase, and, at the same time, 
there is an increase in the number on tuberculous 
discoveries. He also states that healed up cases 
of tuberculosis have not been known to occur
( r* /*» \(on)
before the age oo three or four years.
Rodziejewsky (76) after performing "SP 
autopsies in children writes that the Von 
Pirnuet test is specific  P  '■ tuberculosis, lie 
also finds that th re is no such thing as an 
inactive ••■corm of tuberculosis in young children 
therefore i s  a child gives a positive reaction 
It suffers from an active norm of the disease. 
Stadelman (77) gives his judgment on the 
reaction in the following sentences " The 
ju stifica tion  of a suspicion of tuberculosis by 
the reaction can only, o f  course, in the firsts 
instance he found in the course or v  e disease 
and in c lin ic a l observation, which naturally' o'
has to extend over a fa ir ly  long period, so that 
a final opinion cannot be given easily  and 
within a very short time. In a number of cases, 
however, we have actually succeeded, and 1 may 
express satisfaction  at the fact that our 
c r it ic a l  and objective judgment in a l l  oases 
correspond with the result of the reaction. 
Lapage (78) is  a firm believer in Von hirquets 
te s ts .  He considers the method more suitable  
although not suite so reliable  as the 
subcutaneous one. A reaction indicates that the 
subject has been infected hut does not mean 
that the disease is  progressive or active . A 
marked reaction in a healthy person may he of
( 6 7  'i
good import and need not benr a similar  
interpretation. A negative result may f o i l 0:7 the 
test in children infected with tuberculosis
( l ) .  I f  the disease is advanced 
(S ), I f  there is cachexia
(o ) .  In very acute disease
(4^. In mixed infections or cases complicated 
by acute disease.
.A n eg a t iv e  r e s u l t  does not  exclude T u bercu los is  
f o r  some d e f i n i t e l y  tubercu lous  p a t i e n t s  re a c t  
on the th ird  attempt, and others  f a i l  to a f t e r  
se v era l  t r i a l s .
He Lellan (79) gives conception of the generalA
op in ion  in regard to the t e s t  as f o l l o w s
1. That as a proof of active tuberculosis after  
the age of three years i t  is  unreliable.
2. That under the age of three years a positive  
or negative result can only he accented as a 
proof on the presence or absence of disease 
with many reservations.
3. That the«younger the child the greater is the 
reliance that may he put on the resu lt.
CoMclu-SioiM. I sum up the value of the test as hollows ■-
1. As far as cases of definite  tuberculosis is 
concerned the reaction is of greatest value cr>om 
the prognostic stand po:''nt.
2 . The deductions to he drawn from a positive  
reaction are that the patient has been at some 
time or is now infected by the tubercle bacillus,.
3. The frenuency of a po it iv e  occurance in 
heal.thy persons instead or indicating' that the 
reaction is of no use, shews that tuberculosis in 
some form or other either active or inactive, is  
more prevalent than is generally considered to 
be the case. And that although la te n t , inactive, 
healed or any tubercular condition not 
necessitating treatment required l i t t l e  
consideration. S t i l l  on account o f  the 
p o ss ib il ity  of these conditions lighting up 
afresh the fact that a positive Von -^irnuet 
reaction is  obtnined is  o f  considerable interest  
and some importance.
4 . A marked positive reaction in an advanced case 
indicates inhibition of the disease and the 
immediate prognosis is  a good one.
5. A repeated n egat ive  r e s u l t  whi le  not  
d e f i n i t e l y  exc lud ing  t u b e r c u lo s i s  may be looked 
upon in persons with no c l i n i c a l  ev idence  o f  the 
d i s e a s e ,  as being  p r a c t i c a l l y  n o n tu b e rcu la r .
6. In d e f i n i t e l y  tu bercu la r  cases  a n eg a t ive  
r e s u l t  i s  ev idence  o f  r a p id ly  spreading d i s e a s e .  
8 .  In childhood -  the younger the p a t i e n t  the 
more va luab le  i s  the t e s t .
I n  in fa n ts  and very  young ch i ld ren  a p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  in d ic a t e s  a c t i v e  t u b e r c u lo s i s .  A 
n eg a t ive  one means that there i s  no t u b e r c u lo s i s  
p r e s e n t .
(68)
From my exper ience  and study o f  t h is  con d it io n  
I am o f  op in ion  the tu b e r c le  b a c i l l u s  has a 
g re a te r  a f f e c t  on in fa n t  m o r t a l i t y  than i s  
g e n e r a l l y  r e co g n ise d .
The mortality in infants under one year of age 
in ungland and wales in 1913 reached the 
comparatively low but enormous figure of 95.608  
or 1 8 .9y- of the total death rate , corresponding 
to a mortality of 108 per 1000 births or 15 per 
1000 birthsbelow the average or the previous 
ten years.
The tubercle bacillus in some form or other 
either s lig h tly  or virulently attacks the great 
majority o f  infants and young children, and by 
lowering their v i t a l i t y  lowers their power of  
resistence to a l l  and sundry organisms 
enablying these to take a to l l  which they would 
have less  chance of doing i f  the child were 
tubercle-f'ree. For this reason I consider that 
the von-Pirquet test is  most important and of  
the greatest value rrom J_he point of view both 
of prognosis and treatment in diseases of 
infancy and early childhood.
X severe cold or an influenzal attack in 
young children is  probably generally due to the 
tubercle b a cillu s . I f  the condition becomes 
progressive i t  is diagnosed as tuberculosis and 
as such accounts for a considerable rercentage
f 69 )
of the death rate from a l l  causes•in children.
I f  the infant recovers,its  v i t a l i t y  is  lowered 
and i t  may and often does succumb to some other 
condition, while in the patient reaches adult 
l i f e ,  the fact that he was infected by the 
"bacillus of Tubercle in his early years explains 
the positive Von Pirquet reaction so often got 
in healthy persons.
8 . The Von t i rnuet test is also o f  great value 
in determining the in it ia l  'dose of tuberculin 
for sub-cutaneous injection either in diagnosis 
or treatment. I f  the reaction is marked thust
shewing that the patient is very sensitive to 
tuberculin, the in it ia l  dose given is  small, i f  
the reaction is s ligh t or negative the dose is 
larger . In this way i t  is possible to avoid 
severe reactions at the commencement of a course 
of subcutaneous in jection s.
(70 )
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CHAPTER V I 1 .
The q u a n t i t a t i v e  Von P i r n u e t  R e a c t i o n .
Ellemann and Frlandsen (CO 'i have endeavoured to 
obtain quantitative information as regards the 
amount of tuberculin-sensitiveness present in a 
person infected with tubercle. They formulated a 
method by 'hich the sensitiveness of the patient 
can be determined by a series of measurements and 
the result expressed numerically.
This method, which has been simplified by norland 
(81) allows of a standard of comptarison between 
different ca es and makes i t  possible cor the 
progress of a patient to bo estimated numerically 
at different periods during a course of treatment.
For the purposes of this te s t ,  the apparatus 
for the qualitative Von Pirnuet plus b u r  dilutions  
of old Tuberculin vizi/?, 4 r , 16? and 64^, is  a l l  
that is necessary.
A drop of each dilution is allowed to f a l l  on 
the forearm at distances of one inch apart. "nhe 
weakest dilutions are placed d is ta lly  in order to 
prevent a stronger solution being carried to a 
proximal point by the lymphatics and thus making 
the results unreliable.
The skin is  scarified in the ordinary way within
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each drop. The needle should he carefully  
sterilized  between each scarification  to prevent 
the different dilutions being conveyed from one 
spot to another. The diameters of the papules which 
form are measured in millimeters at the end of  
twenty four and forty eight hours and t^e results  
charted, The nsuule a.1 one is  measured not the 
hyperaemia surrounding i t ,  and the diameter of the 
actual scarification  is deducted as irrevalent.
A cheap and useful instrument for measuring the 
diameter ofthe papules can be made as follows 
A small magnifying glass is fixed by means of fo.ur 
wire legs to a. piece of glass on which a number of  
millimeter scmares are marked. By placing the piece 
of marked glass over the papule and looking at i t  
through the magnifying end the diameter of the 
papule i's very easily  obtained.
The average size of each papule is then found -  
a papule of 4 millimeters in diameter after  twenty 
four hours and 8 millimeters after forty eight 
hours would have an average diameter of 8 
m illim eters.
Papule s i z e : -  .Add the averages of the four papules 
together and divide the result by four the figure 
obtained is  known as the"Papule S ize ".
Papule Difference -  The.difference in diameter
( 7s )
between the average size of the successive papu3.es, 
that i s ,  betwe-n the and A , and 4" and 16r , and 
the 16/ and 6Af  resu lts , is  then ascertained, the 
sum of these three differences is divided by three 
and the figure obtained is  called the "papule 
d ifference"
Reference must then be made to the table worked 
out by Erland sen (82) which has been simplified by 
Borland (8?0 . By comparing the figures, representing 
the papule difference and papule s iz e , with this 
table the numerical expression of the sensitiveness 
of the patient is obtained.
In norland’ s table the sensitiveness values range
from 14 to over 7000. Ellermann. and Erlandsen loov
upon the value ‘>00 as the crucial one c l in ic a l ly ;
the active cases of tuberculosis are above this 
'tfa.
figure, and,inactive or latent ones are below i t .
A
Borland (84) states that the determinat i on of the 
quantitative Von Pirquet test is of the greatest 
importance f rr diagnosis and as a guide to treatment. 
He says that the test is  to be used ( l )  in deciding 
whether an existent tuberculosis is  in such a 
condition as to renu’ re treatment; (8) as a guide to 
the progress of the case -  i f  favourable, the 
figure soon f a l l s  below the crucial l im it ; ! -  ̂ in 
concluding or excluding the presence of tuberculosis 
where the diagnosis is doubtful; (4b in determining
the in i t ia l  dose i f  tuberculin for a therapeutic 
course (where the figure is  high and th~ sensitit'eness 
accordingly great, a small rose should be chosen to 
begin with3: end (6) in standardising any Particular 
preparation of the tuberculin and comparing two or 
more preparations.
In order to avoid. fa lla c ie s  in drawing a conclusion 
from the result of the t e s t ,  norland (873 ca lls  
attention to the following p o in ts ;-  ( 1 3 The Von 
Pirquet reaction tends to disappear in advanced cases 
of tuberculosis and in miliary tuberculosis of rapid 
course.
(2) The reaction is  constantly absent during the f i r s t  
ten days of measles and in some other transient acute 
conditions ( t3 The sensitiveness value tends to remain 
high long into convalescence f  om hone and glandular 
tuberculosis.
(43 In the negative phase of a tuberculin reaction the 
figure may be very high, but i t  is remarkable how 
rapidly the large papules disappear as the positive  
phase sets in.
I Pave performed the quantitative test in forty two 
cases and have recorded the results in fable 6.
Several cases shewing a njgjgatlve Von Pirquet reaction 
have been omitted.
TABLE V I .
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S en s i t iv e n e s s  






stage  7 .
Oases in 
tage
Below 100 2 1 i
100 to 500 O 2 rr
500 to 1000 5 i i
1000 to 2000 2 2 2
above 2000 4 1 4
Tith regard to the three oases in Stage 1. giving 
a figure "below 100, Ellerraann and Erlandsen would 
look upon these as inactive. I think this is  
probably correct. The two cases in Stages 2 and 
Three however are not inactive.
I employed tuberculin for purposes of treatment 
in 10 cases with a sensitiveness value of over 100 
before treatment commenced. The patients were 
mostly in Stage 1. and the results are shown in 
Table 7 .
TABLE V I 1.
Sensi tiveness 
value at 

















100 to ooo 4 1 0
000 to 1000 1 0 0
1000 to 2000 1 0 n
above 2000 1 1 i
In Table 6, of the 07 cases with a sensitiveness  
value of over 100 , 38^ were "between 100 and 70 0 , 
whereas Table 7 shews that of the 10 cases which 
had undergone treatment 50°- gave a figure between 
100 and 0 0 0 .  This shews that patients with a low 
sensitiveness value are those whose course o f  
treatment is most quickly completed.
I consider that the nearer the sensitiveness value 
is  to 100 the shorter the reriod of time necessary 
to complete treatment.
Also the progress under treatment with tuberculin 
is more satisfactory and successful in those cases
w i t h  a low s e n s i t i v e n e s s  v a l u e  a t  th e  b e g i n n i n g ,  
m oreover  I f i n d  t h a t  when t r e a t m e n t  i s  s u c c e s s f u l  
t h e  s e n s i t i v e n e s s  v a l u e  f a l l s  and in  many c a s e s  
ends up b e lo w  th e  100 mark.
As v e r y  s m a l l  d i f f e r e n c e s  in  measurements o f  
th e  p a p u l e s  rna>e c o n s i d e r a b l e  d i f f e r e n c e s  in  the  
f i g u r e s  o f  s e n s i t i v e n e s s  v a l u e ,  I am o f  o p i n i o n  
t h a t  t e s t  i s  o f  no v a l u e  in  th e  t h i r d  s t a g e  c a s e s  
where t h e  p a p u l e s  a r e  u s u a l l y  so s m a l l  t h a t  i t  i s  
a l m o s t  i m p o s s i b l e  to  measure them a c c u r a t e l y .
T h i s  a r p l i e s  to  many c a s e s  in  S t a g e  2 as  w e l l .
1 t h i n k  t h a t  th e  t e s t  may p r o v e  o f  some u s e  in  
S t a g e  1 c a s e s ,  b u t  my o b s e r v a t i o n s  a r e  wot s u f f i c i e n t !  
e x t e n s i v e  to  v e n t u r e  a d e f i n i t e  o p i n i o n  in  the  
m a t t e r .
( 7 7 )
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THE OFHTHALi lIO REACTION.
The o p t h a lm i o  r e a c t i o n  i s  m e r e l y  an a d a p t i o n  
o f  the c u ta n e o u s  o n e .
I t  was f i r s t  in t r o d u c e d  by V . ' o l f f - T i s n e r  and 
i m m e d i a t e l y  a f t e r w a r d s  in  a s ? T e r  norm by  C a l w e t t e  
( 8 6 ) .
J-t c o n s i s t s  o f  p l a c i n g  a m inute  c m a n t i t y  o r  
t u b e r c u l i n  i n t o  the  e y e .  In c a s e s  o f  t u b e r c u l o s i s  a 
marked r e a c t i o n  i s  orodu ced  on th e  c o n j u n c t i v a .  
Oalraette  recommends a p u r i f i e d  t u b e r c u l i n  g o t  by  
p r e c i p i t a t i n g  o ld  t u b e r c u l i n  'with a l c o h o l ,  ^he  
p r e c i p i t a t e  i s  d r i e d  and 10 m . g . m .  a r e  d i s s o l v e d  in  
I c . c .  o f  s t e r i l e  water  o r  normal s a l i n e  s o l u t i o n .
In p e r f o r m i n g  t h i s  t e s t  one drop o r  th e  s o l u t i o n  
i s p l a c e d  in  th e  sp ace  between th e  lo w e r  l i d  and the  
e y e b a l l .  The l i d  should  b e  h e l d  down f o r  a. s h o r t  
w h i l e  to  e n su r e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o r  the f l u i d  o v e r  the  
c o n j u n c t i v a  and to  p r e v e n t  th e  p a t i e n t  im m e d ia t e ly  
c l o s i n g  th e  eye thus e x t r u d i n g  the  t u b e r c u l i n .
The eye i s  then examined a t  i n t e r n a l s  o f  e i g h t  
t w e l v e ,  t w e n t y - f o u r  and f o r t y - e i g h t  h ou rs  and any  
d i f f e r e n c e s  in  the  ap p earan ce  o r  th e  two ey es  
c a r e f u l l y  not-ed.  A p o s i t i v e  r e a c t - i o r  i s  i n d i c a t e d  by  
r e d n e s s  and s w e l l i n g  o r  th e  c o n j u n c t i v a ,  most  marv ed 
a t  the  s e m i l u n a r  f o l d s  and c a r u n c l e .
The r e a c t i o n  I s  o f t e n  s e v e r e  and g i v e s  r i s e  to
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c o n s i d e r a b l e  P a in  and i n c o n v e n i e n c e •
i f  th e  t e s t  i s  a .pnlied t o  - n  eye w ith  any d i s e a s e  
p r e s e n t ,  the  p a t i e n t  may l o s e  h i s  e y e s i g h t .  I  
s t r o n g l y  a d v i s e  t r y i n c  a l l  o t h e r  t e s t s  b e f o r e  n r o c e e d i n r  
to  u s e  t h i s  o n e .
t : t  "routan .ou'- r "aotio ' t.
T h i s  t e s t  was in t r o d u c e d  b y  . -oro ( °-7  ̂ and 
c o n s i s t s  in  the  a p p l i c a t i o n  to  the  s h i n  an 
o i n t m e n t  composed o f  V o c h ’ s o ld  t u b e r c u l i n  mixed  
w i t h  l a n o l i n s ,  th e  s t r e n g t h jb e in g  d . c . c .  o f  a 
t u b e r c u l i n  f l u i d  to  d grms o:° l a n o l i n e .  A sm a l l  
p i e c e ,  a b o u t  th e  s i z e  o f  a p e a ,  i s  rubbed i n t o  the  
sh in  f o r  a b o u t  r i v e  m i n u t e s ,  a c o n t r o l  b e i n g  made 
w i t h  p” r e  l a n o l i n e .
A p o s i t i v e  r e a c t i o n  a p p e a r s  in  from t w e n t y -  
f o u r  to  f o r t y - e i g h t  hours  and shews i t s e l f  in  the  
•?orm o f  numerous s m a l l  p a p u l e s .  The l o c a l  
r e a c t i o n  i s  n o t  accompanied by any g e n e r a l  
sym ptom s.
i.ioro claims that a positive reaction is as 
conclusive for a present or previous tuberculous 
infection as is that obtained by the conjunctival 
or the Von Pirauet reaction .
A negative reaction with . oro1s test  cannot be 
regarded as excluding the p o ss ib ility  or 
tuberculosis.
V < -XI I
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SUBOUTAr^OUS INJ7?GTIO*tS OT? TUB p"'0ULIN.
11I believe I air. not going too -Par in asrunir ¡ y  
that tub« rcul in for the f  tur ; ril 1 cons 13 tute an 
ind esnen sibl e a a en t in c  iamo^ is (f .
These words ‘ere written by T**ooh (po ^ in November 
1 8 9 0  .
Since that tine the siiboii.tane on s iniection has br>■"n
extensively used ■'’or diagnostic purposes although in
recent veers the uractice is not so federal °s it
used to be, nany observers cond em ir  a i t  as being
far too danr-wrous.
(  39 }Sahli '/states that i t  should never be used, while 
Go mac filhinson ( 9 0 )  advocated i t s  hoe only '"hen 
tubercle b a c i l l i  ere absent from the scutum.
Gelien and Hannan (9]'' conclude fro,r: a study op the 
sub ¡equent history or 1000 cases tho reeei—¡d the 
tuberculin t e ° t s , t^at they are or value only in 
reference to the condition o p the patients at the 
tine they cre given.
F oder (93  ̂ considers that tuberculin is a 1 • "ays 
dangerous and specially  so ben -fever is  present. 
Virchow i t  w ill be remembered/ attached tuberculin 
soon after  i ts  introduction and said i t  caused a 
scattering of the tubercle b a c i l l i  -  this however 
he modified la.ter.
L .Rabmowitsch ( 9 ~ )  found tub ere-'. ? bacilli, in the 
blood of tuberculous animals acter the tuberculin 
t e s t , when nrevious examination bar beer negative• 
Bacmeister ( examined th~ pi oo^ or r j f  ̂ gQyi 
patients durine the heieht tbs tuberculin 
reaction and obtained nositive results by animal 
ihnoculation in four.
Ravogli bps') who lo st  twejpatients as a direct result 
or the subcutaneous 'injection of tuberculin regards 
the us' or tuberculin, for any other than 
diagnostic purposes, as in the Von Firouet and 
:.oro te s ts ,  as dangerous. lie deprecates its  
internal use even in the smallest doses.
Whatever may be said against i t s  use however”, its  
diagnostic value is undoubted, and out knowledge 
tojday o r  the widespread distribution of tuberculosis 
is  largely due to this method of diagnosis.
Hayling Oolemar (96) rates the following statement 
"Tuberculin is an important aid to diagnosis, whereby 
we can be positive in cases where without it,we shouldi i
s t i l l  be in doubt. It  is  in discovering tubercle .in 
i ts  early curable stages that our chier hone l ie s  in 
dealing with, a disease ’whose annual death rate is  
eoual to 75^ or our total killed for the f i r s t  jrear 
or the ' a r . I am aware that some hold the use of 
tuberculin ror diagnosis to be risky but their  
reasons when examined do not convince; the a b ility  to 
diagnose tubercle in its  early stages is  of such
( ° 1 )
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paramount im p o r ta n c e  th a t  oven i f  t h e r e  were some 
s l i g h t  r i s k  i t  /o u i  d "be . i u s t i d i e d "
T e c h n in u e  * -  A comb ' n a t i o n  a s e p s i s  and a c c u r a t e  
d o s e s  i s  e s s e n t i a l ,  / o r  t h i s  re 1 r  f coi =nd tl e
h s e  o f  e s s r s  Bur^òu h s  e l l  3on Co f s a l l —g l a s s  
a s e p t i c  s y r i n g e  which, can he tc 1 eh t o  ni ec e « and 
b o i l e d ,  end i s  s p e c i a l l y  d e s i g n e d  ^ o r  s u b s t a n c e s  
l i k e  t u b e r c u l i n  which h ave  t o  be  g i v e n  a c c u r a t e !  y in  
m in u te  d o s e s ,  "''he b a r r e l  end p i s t o n  a r e  about  tw ic e  
the  l e n g t h  o r  th e  o r d i n a r ’ — jodermj c s y r i n g e  and the  
fo r m e r  i s  c l e a r l y  en g r a v ed  w it h  numbered g r a d u a t i o n s  
o f  1  to  10 between "rh i c h  a r e  marked h e i r  g r a d u a t i o n s  
each e q u i v a l e n t  to  . 0 1  c . c .  Both p i s t o n  and n o z v i e  
a r ò  o r  deep b l u e  c l a s s  so t h a t  the p o s i t i o n  o r  the  
p i s t o n  can be d eterm in ed  w i t h  the g r e a t e s t  n e r e i s i o n «  
A p l a t i n u m  i r i d i u m  n e e d l e  sh o u ld  be u s e d ,  as  i t  can 
be r e p e a t e d l y  ' f lam ed w i t h o u t  r u s t i n g  o r  b l u n t i n g .
The sy r in m e should  in  th e  f i r s t  i n s t a n c e ,  be  
s t e r i l i z e d  by  b o i l i n g  and then immersed in  a b s o l u t e  
a l c o h o l  so  as to  be  a lw a y s  re a d y  f o r  u s e . when 
r e a u i r e d  th e  s y r i n g e  i s  -a - h e d  o u t  w i t h  b o i "1 ed w a t e r ,  
a f t e r  u s e  i t  i s  a g a in  washed and r e t u r n e d  to  the  
a l  coho1 .
H a v l i n  g Coleman o r ^ r e r s  n e e d l e s  made l i k e  d e n t i s t s  
i n j e c t i o n  n e e d l e s .  He sayé  " t h e  n e e d l e s  ( s u p p l i e d  in  
s t - r i l i z e d  t u b e « )  are  s e p a r a t e  from the  mount to  
which t h e y  can be r e a d i l y  a t t a c h e d *  by  u s i n g  t h e s e  
one a lw a y s  has  a. sharp p o i n t  sud can u s e  a new n e e d l e  
e v e r y  t im e i f  a d v i s a b l e .  X a lw a y s  hear, p l a t i n u m  -
iridium needle in reserve? "but they get "blunt ^ar too 
readily” .
TUBTROULIN: -  Tr0ch recommended old "TVuberculin and 
this has been most commonly used. for diagnosis. It  
is a solution chiefly  of the erotoxins, prepared by 
f i lte r in g  a sterilized  tubercle culture through 
porcelain . Numerous mod ifica tio n s  or this have been 
placed on the market. In late  years the Ho ch. s ter  
Farbwerke has introduced a new "variety called Kochs 
Albumose -Free Tuberculin, which I used ror 
subcutaneous in jections. In manu.facturing this  
preparation b a c i l l i  or the human type are grown 
in a medium rree from a l l  almumoses and peptones.
The advantages over Koch's old Tuberculin claimed 
for i t  are the speCiric character or the reaction 
induced and the exclusion of anaphylactic 
symptoms, in consequence or the absence of non­
specific  proteins. Albumose-rree tuberculin is used 
in exactly the same manner as old tuberculin and 
corresponds with i t  in regard to its  active value.
I am of opinion that i t  is  suite as trustworthy as 
old tuberculin from a diagnostic standpoint, and 
has the advantage that the constitutional 
disturbance following i ts  injection is less severe 
although the rise  of temperature i s  enually well 
mar"ed.
In using i t  I make a dilution of I in ÔO and 
another of 1 in I000_with .5^  or carbolic acid
(8 4)
solution with the former dilution each 1 / 1Q graduation 
on the hypodermic syringe represents .00] c .c .  and with 
the la tte r  ' 1 —1000  ̂ each division represents . 000"1 o .c .  
of the undiluted tuberculin.
SIT17! 0p THE I uOOTIor. The in lection should he into 
loose connective tissues so that the swelling which 
follows w ill not he too painful . The extensor surface 
of the forearm the upper arm/ or the back in the region 
of the lower rihs are a l l  excellent positions. The 
injection is subcutaneous, not cutaneous or intra­
muscular .
The shin must he carefully cleansed with alcohol before 
giving the injection .
After the operation the puncture in the shin should he 
closed with a small piece or cotton wool soaked in 
collodion .
FRPCAUTIONS: -  Before applying this test i t  is necessary 
to take the temperature of the n-etient every threejhours 
for at lea st three days. As soon as the temperature is  
found to he normal or nearly so, the injections may he 
commenced. I'’7 possible i t  is  good practice to keen the 
patient in bed for at least two days before giving a 
diagnostic in jection .
O
I f  the mouth temperature is over 99 F the patient should 
he put to bed until the temperature has been normal 
for at least three days, and then the injection may 
he given,
After the injection the natient should he Vont in bed
\
for not less  than t"renty-four hours and the 
temperature noted at the some hours as "before the 
in jection , and also at any time that the patient 
complains on feeling unwell or suffers -from 
symptoms indicating a rise in temperature.
It  should he "borne in tvnd that in '"omen a, 
pre-menstrual rise in temperature occurs, and the 
onset of menstruation should he enquired ^hout in 
female patients in order to avoid Obhfusing this  
with the rise of temperature due to tuberculin. 
DOST. I aprly the dosage, advocated "by T~och -for old 
Tuberculin, to the albumose-free product.
For adults of good rhysinue the in it ia l  dose is 
.001 c .c .  I f  no result the second dose g i ,rsf is 
.002 c .c .  i f  s t i l l  no reaction .Out c .c .  is  
injected. Failure with this leads to the fourth 
dose of .01 c .c .  I f  there is strong presumptive 
evidence that 'he patient has tuberculosis in suite  
of failu re to react to .01 c .c .  the la tte r  may he 
repeated-in a fortnight.
I f  the absence of reaction is continous the case 
may be looked upon as non-tuberculouT.
An increased second third, or fourth dose shouldI 1
never be given i f  there is a rise  of temperature 
after t^e preceding in jection . After, even , a very 
si igrht rise the same dose should be repeated on the 
temperature returning to normal.
The in i t ia l  dose in weakly adults and children is
reduced to one ouarter on even less  -  but the 
maximum dose is . 0 1  p„g in ordinary adults. I 
invariably do a Von Pirrn',et test as c guide to the 
in i t ia l  dose for s. subcutaneous in iaction . In the 
cutaneous tests shows narked sensitiveness on the 
rart of the uatient to tuberculin the in it ia l  
subcutaneous dose may be reduced to one tenth, one 
twentieth or even le s s .
Subcutaneous in lections are contra-indicated in 
advanced cases or tuberculosis.
Intervals between in lections. As a rule th^ee days 
should elapse between each in .lection. I f  a marked rise  
of1 temperature occurs no further injection is  
required. s ligh t rise  generally subsides nuic1rly  °nd
a. repeat of the same dose should be given aster an 
interval or three days nrovided always that the 
temperature has become normal.
The Tuberculin R e a c tio n - The following signs occur 
when the patient with pulmonary tuberculosis in any 
stage, is  given an injection of tuberculin
1 . Local Reaction.There may be no local reaction at a l l  
or a painful, red swelling may shew i t s e l f  winch 
increases until the third day °nd then gradually 
d issauea.rs. I t  may occur in one or both or two ways, 
either f i r s t  as a thickening and sometimes a d istinct  
redness and oedemia in the subcutaneous tissue or 
second as the needle tract reaction -  due to the 
escape of a very small quantity of tuberculin into 
t ie  skin i t s e l f  -  nroducing ° vivid redness round the
( P-6)
puncture and at tines a rainful nodule as w e ll•
2. “'erapenature 'eaction:- This is very easy to 
recognise. As a general rule the reaction is regarded 
as positive i f  the temperature rises one degree or 
more above the highest uoint noted before the
in jectio n .
The reaction may be looked upon as s light -  up to 
1 0 0 ° p .
moderate -  up to 102° F.
Marked -  over 102^F.
The temperature usually bePins to ascend in from 
six to twelve hours after  the injection but i t  may 
occur earlier  or la te r , in some cases even after  
24 hours. The duration of the f'ever varies considerably 
Typically i t  rises rapidly, f a l l s  slowly, and lasts  
for about twenty-four hours.
3. General or Constitutional R e a c t i o n I f  marked 
this may be indicated by rigors, d izziness, headache, 
pains in limbs and jo in ts , nausea, palpitation , 
sleeplessness, th irs t ,  anorexia, fatigue and 
depression; even very s ligh t reactions may be 
accompanied bu headache, loss of appetite, malaise, 
•«»ausea and perhaps vomiting, These symptoms vary in
intensity and do not always follow the temperature 
curve. Tver a severe reaction subsides quickly and is  
often followed by a reeling; or Improvement in general 
health.
4. Focal Reaction. This is due to changes in , or near,
( 8 7 )
( op,^
the tubercular fo c i ,  and may shew i t s ' I f  in the porm 
or subjective symptoms, such as rain in chest, cough 
and dj'spnoea and as objective symptoms e -g . increase 
of expectoration, blood stained streaks in the 




1. The ch?@f contra-indication in a mouth
o
temperature of over 99.5 p. This is  due to the fact 
that alterations in temperature make the correct 
interpretation of an increase in temperature, 
following the injection or tuberculin , an i-ranos s ib i l  i f  y .
2 . I t  is  contra-indicated naturally in cases where there 
is a definite  h istory , where the "1 in ical signs are 
positive  and the bacillus has been demonstrated in
the sputum, Here the test is superfluous and dangerous,
a. Recent haemoptysis is a contra-indication or 
importance.SucA cases must be rested in bed t i l l  a l l  
expectoration of blood has stopped for some days, berore 
giving a diagnostic injection of tuberculin.
: ay ling; Coleman however states that he has never known 
harm follow an injection in these cases, and contends 
that the haemoptysis occurs in spite of the treatment, 
not in consequence o° i t .
4. The test should not he used in case or organic 
cardiaddisease, but this does not apply to runctional 
disturbances of the hea.rt so frequently round in early  
tubérculosi s .
5 .  True N e p h r i t i s  i s  a c o n t r a - i n d i c a t i o n  -  ^ en c e  the  
n e c e s s i t y  f o r  exam in ing  the  u r i n e  -  more p a r t i c u l a r l y  
in th e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  a q u a n t i t a t i v e  u r e a  e s t i m a t i o n -  
b e f o r e  t u b e r c u l i n  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . The albumen t e s t
i s  u s e l e s s  in n e p h r i t i s — S im p le  and t r a n s i e n t  
a l b u m i n u r i a  b e i n g  f r e n u e n t l j r d i a g n o s e ^  a s  n e p h r i t i s . 
b a r g e  numbers o f  men have  r e c e n t l y  b e e n  d i s c h a r g e d  
from the  army s u f f e r i n g  •i,rom n e p h r i t i s  -  who have  had 
no l e s i o n  o f  the  k d i n e y s  w h a t e v e r .
6 .  The p o s s i b i l i t y j o f  an i r r i t a t i v e  a c t i o n  in  c a s e s  o r  
e p i l e p s y  should  a lw ays  he b o r n e  i n  mind and an 
endeavour ,  t o  e l i c i t  a h i s t o r y  o f  t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  should  
b e  m a d e , b e f o r e  p r o c e e d i n g  to  g i v e  an i n j e c t i o n  o f  
t u b e r c u l i n .
7 .  S e v e r e  h y s t e r i a  and n e u r a s t h e n i a  a r e  som etim es a 
c o n t r a - i n d i c a t i o n ,  b e c a u s e  in  such c a s e s  t e m p e ra tu r e  
v a r i a t i o n s  a r e  produced by  s l i g h t  p h y s i c a l  d i s t u r b a n c e s  
even when t u b e r c u l o s e s  i s  a b s e n t .
8 .  The s l i g h t e s t  s u s p i c i o n  o f  m i l i a r y  t u b e r c u l o s i s  i s  a 
s t r o n g  c o n t r a - i n d i c a t i o n ,  a l s o  c a s e s  o f  e x t e n s i v e  
u l c e r a t i o n  o r  th e  i n t e s t i n e  w it h  e v i d e n t  e x t e n s i o n  t o  
th e  p e r i t o n e u m .
9 .  F e e b l e  o r  c o n v a l e s c e n t  p a t i e n t s  i m m e d i a t e l y  a f t e r  
s e v e r e  d i s e a s e  should  n o t  be  s u b j e c t e d  t o  th e  t e s t  u n t i l  
r e c o v e r y  i s  s u i t e  c o m p l e t e .
1 0 .  In P e r s o n s  w it h  a p o p l e c t i c  p o s s i b i l i t i e s ,  s e v e r e  
d i a b e t e s ,  marked a r t e r i o - s c l e r o s i s  and am ylo id  d i s e a s e  
o r  th e  abdom inal  o r gan s  th e  t e s t  sh ou ld  be a v o i d e d .  
S p e a k in g  g e n e r a l l y ,  th e  i n d i c a t i o n s  r 0 p th e  employment
(P9 )
A .  01 i n i c a l l y  d o u b t f u l  c a s e s  -  to  c o n f i r m  
d i a g n o s i s .
B. Oases presenting d i f f ic u lt ie s  in 
d ifferen tia l diagnosis.
The t e s t  sh ou ld  n o t  he lo o k e d  upon as  an a l t e r n a t i v e  
to  o t h e r  d i a g n o s t i c  " " e t h o d s ,  b u t  should  b e  employed  
when t h e s e  f a i l  to  g i v e  a d e f i n i t e  d e c i s i o n .
I t  I s  th e  f i n a l  d i a g n o s t i c  p r o c e d u r e -  
The r e a c t i o n  i s  s l i g h t ,  as a r u l e ,  and t h e  symptoms  
d i s a p p e a r  in  a day o r  two I f  the  p a t i e n t  i s  k e p t  in  
"bed .
I f  p r o p e r l y  a p p l i e d  t h e r e  i- '  v e r y  l i t t l e  r i s k  w h i l e  
from th e  d i a g n o s t i c  s t a n d p o i n t  i t s  v a l u e  i s  
u n d o u b t e d •
W i l k i n s o n  (97 ' '  s t a t e s  t h a t ,  a f t e r  an e x p e r i e n c e  
e x t e n d i n g  o v e r  70 y e a r s ,  he  has  n o t  y e t  seen a 
s e r i o u s  e f f e c t  from th e  u s e  o f  t u b e r c u l i n  as  a 
d i a g n o s t i c  a g e n t ;  he a l s o  d e c l a r e s  t h a t  i t  i s  
a b s o l u t e l y  r e l i a b l e .
A r i s e  o f  te m p e r a t u r e  o f  1 F o r  more I s  c o n s i d e r e d  
t o  c o n s t i t u t e  a p o s i t i v e  r e a c t i o n ,  b u t  th e  
im p o r ta n c e  o f  l o c a l  and g e n e r a l  symptoms sh ou ld  be  
b o r n e  in  m in d .  Even i f  t h e r e  i s  o n l y  a s l i g h t  r i s e  
o f  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  the  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e s e  symptoms  
must be r egard ed  as  s u g g e s t i v e  and w a r r a n t i n g  f u r t h e r  
i n j e c t i o n s  a f t e r  the  r e a c t i o n  has s u b s i d e d .
Koch ( 9 8 )  w r o t e  t h a t  by means o f  t u b e c u 1 in  i t  i s  
p o s s i b l e  to  d i a g n o s e  d o u b t f u l  c a s e s  o f  i n c i p i e n t
(90 j
o f  the tuberculin  t e s t  are ■-
( 9 1 )
p h t h i s i s ,  even when on a c c o u n t  o f  th e  a b s e n c e  o f  
the  b a c i l l i  an cl e l a s t i c  f i b r e s  o r  r e g u l a r  p h y s i c a l  
s i g n s ,  d e f i n i t e  i n f o r m a t i o n  c o n c e r n i n g  th e  n a t u r e  
o f  t h e j l e s i o n  can n ot  be  o b t a i n e d .  He a l s o  s t a t e d  t h a t  
h e a l t h y  p e r s o n s ,  o r  p a t i e n t s  s u f f e r i n g  •from d i s e a s e s  
o t h e r  than t u b e r c u l o s i s  r e a c t ,  e i t h e r  n o t  a t  a l l ( o r  
s c a r c e l y  a t  a l l  a f t e r  a d o s e  o f  . 0 1  c . c .  o f .  
t u b e r c u l i n .
Rophe ( 9 9 )  s t a t e s  t h a t  th e  su b c u ta n e o u s  t u b e r c u l i n  
t e s t  i s  the  s o v e r e i g n  d i a g - n o s t i c  m ethod .
W a ter h o u se  ( 1 0 0 )  w r i t e s  t h a t  i n h i s  e x p e r i e n c e  the  
s u b c u ta n e o u s  i n j e c t i o n  o f  t u b e r c u l i n  i s  a t r u s t w o r t h y  
t e s t  and g i v e s  a c c u r a t e  r e s u l t s  in  9 9 ^  o f  c a s e s .  
M u l l e r  ( l O l )  s a y s  t h a t  th e  i n j e c t i o n  o f  t u b e r c u l i n  
i s  th e  m ost  r e l i a b l e  s p e c i f i c  t e s t .  In a n i m a l s ,  i f
O
th e  f e v e r  r i s e s  p r o m p t ly  t o  41 0 o r  o v e r  a f t e r  th e  
f i r s t  i n j e c t i o n  t u b e r c u l o s i s  i s  p r e s e n t  in  9 P# o^  
c a s e s .
Hammon ( 1 0 2 )  draws c o n c l u s i o n s  from o b s e r v a t i o n s  on 
o v e r  5000  c a s e s  a t  th e  Ph ip p s  D i s p e n s a r y  and b e l i e v e s  
t h a t  th e  r e a c t i o n  i s  s p e c i f i c  and t h a t  a n e g a t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  i s  d e c i s i v e  i n f o r m a t i o n .
B a n d e l i e r  and Roephe ( 1 0 5 )  d e c l a r e  t h a t  a p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  shows th e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t u b e r c u l o s i s  w i t h o u t  
g i v i n g  i n d i c a t i o n s  w i t h  re g a rd  to  i t s  a c t i v i t y  o r  
th e  r e v e r s e .  They s a y  i' l 0  4) t h a t  i f  a p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  i s  o b t a i n e d ,  o t h e ^  w e i g h t y  e v i d e n c e ,  e i t h e r  
from c l i n i c a l  s i g n s  o r  th e  p a t i e n t s  h i s t o r y ,  i s
( 9 2 )
n e c e s s a r y  b e f o r e  i t  can "be p o s i t i v e l y  c o n c lu d e d  t h a t  
th e  p a t i e n t  i s  th e  s u b j e c t  o f  a c t i v e  t u b e r c u l o s i s .
The su b c u ta n e o u s  in  l e c t i o n  o f  t u b e r c u l i n  must be  
r e g a rd e d  as  th e  most r e l i a b l e  and most s c i e n t i f i c  
o f  th e  t u b e r c u l i n  d i a g n o s t i c  m e th o d s ;  a p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  i n d i c a t e s  the  p r e s e n c e  in  a lm o s t  a l l  c a s e s  
o f  a t u b e r c u l a r  i n f e c t i o n ,  e i t h e r  a c t i v e  o r  l a t e n t ,  
w h i l s t  a n e g a t i v e  r e a c t i o n  e x c l u d e s  th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  
o f  such i n f e c t i o n .
H a y l i n g  Coleman ( 1 0 5 )  s a y s  t h a t  t h o s e  who have  used  
t u b e r c u l i n  most  a r e  t h o s e  m ost  s t r o n g l y  c o n v in c e d  o f  
i t s  v a l u e ,  and t h e i r  c o n v i c t i o n  i n c r e a s e s  as  t ime  
g o e s  o n .
My e x p e r i e n c e s  a r e  g i v e n  b e lo w  in  T a b l e  V l l l .  T h i s  
r e co r d  d oes  n o t  i n c l u d e  advanced c a s e s  w hich do n o t  
r e q u i r e  d i a g n o s t i c  i n j e c t i o n s .  I t  may be  added 
however  t h a t ,  a s  in  th e  c a s e  o f  th e  Von P i r q u e t  
r e a c t i o n ,  p a t i e n t s  in  th e  l a s t  s t a g e s  o f  the  d i s e a s e  
do n o t  respond t o  the  s u b c u ta n e o u s  t e s t .
A l b u m o s e - f r e e  t u b e r c u l i n  was used  in  each c a s e  in
and th e  c a s e s  d. ivided i n t o  
the  way a l r e a d y  l a i d  down f i v e  d i f f e r e n t  c l a s s e s  as
f o l l o w s
C l a s s  1 .  Those  w it h  t u b e r c u l i n  b a c i l l u s  in  t h e i r  
s p u t u m - d i s c o v e r e d  on m i c r o s c o p i c a l  
e x a m i n a t i o n .  These  c a s e s  a r e  u n d o u b t e d l y  
c a s e s  o f  t u b e r c u l o s i s .
C l a s s  1 1 . Those  whose sputum c o n t a in e d  . 2 #  o r  more o f  
alb u m en .  I s t a t e d  in  c h a p t e r  I V .  t h a t ,  i f
pneum onia ,  g a n g r e n e  o f  the  l u n g  and h e a r t  
d i s e a s e  a r e  -  -  e x c l u d e d ,  a p a t i e n t  w i t h
th e  above p e r  c e n t a g e  o f  albumen in  h i s  
sputum must be  regard ed  as  s u f f e r i n g  from  
a c t i v e  t u b e r c u l o s i s .
I have  o m it t e d  c a s e s  w ith  l e s s  than . 2 #  
o f  albumen as  some a u t h o r i t i e s ,  a l r e a d y  
r e f e r r e d  t o ,  c l a i m  jjo have found t r a c e s  o f  
albumen in th e  sputum o f  p a t i e n t s  
s u f f e r i n g  from b r o n c h i t i s .
G l a s s  1 1 1 . P a t i e n t s  who; on th e  e v i d e n c e  r e v e a l e d  by  
c l i n i c a l  e x a m i n a t i o n ,  h i s t o r y ,  and 
•symptoms were l o o k e d  upon as  s u f f e r i n g  
from a c t i v e  t u b e r c u l o s i s .
C l a s s  I V . P a t i e n t s  shewing s i g n s  o f  changes  in  the  
l u n g  on p h y s i c a l  o r  X - r a y  e x a m in a t io n  b u t  
who were c o n s i d e r e d  to  be  c a s e s  o r  l a t e n t  
and n o t  a c t i v e  d i s e a s e .
G l a s s  V .  P a t i e n t s  in  whom p h y s i c a l  e x a m in a t io n  and 
th e  X - r a y s  f a i l e d  to  d i s c o v e r  changes  in  
th e  pulmonary t i s s u e s  b u t  who on a c c o u n t  o f  
i l l - h e a l t h ,  o r  symptoms w hich s u g g e s t  the  
p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  t u b e r c u l o s i s ,  were r egarded  
w i t h  s u s p i c i o n .
TABLE V i l i ,
( 9 4 )
TABLE v i i i .
G l a s s  o f  
C a s e .
.
Number o f  
p a t i e n t s .
Numb er  
g i v i n g  a 
p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  a t  
f i r s t  o r  
s u b s e q u e n t  
in  ] e c t i o n  .
Number 
f a i l i n g  to  
r e a c t  even 
a-eter  .0 1  
c . c . albumen  
- f r e e
t u b e r c u l i n  
had been  
i n i e c t e d .
1 . T u b e r c l e  
B a c i l l i  in  
Sputum. 10 10 0
2 .  ,2%  o r  
more o f  
albumen in  
sputum. 15 15 0
3 .  C l i n i c a l l y  
a c t i v e  
t u b e r c u l -  
o s i s . 28 28 0
4 .  C l i n i c a l l y  
l a t e n t  ■ 
t u b e r c u l ­
o s i s  . 16 12 4
5 .  S u s p i c i o u s  
c a s e s  w i t h  
no s i g n s  
on X - r a y  
o r
p h y s i c a l
examination 10 6 4
An a n a l y s i s  o f  t h i s  t a h l e  shews t h a t , o f  th e  p a t i e n t s  
in  th e  f i r s t  t h r e e  c l a s s e s ,  a l l  oc  whom were  
c o n s i d e r e d  to  he a c t i v e l y  t u b e r c u l a r ,  100 p e r  c e n t
(95)
gave,a positive reaction.
Of the latent casSS (class 4) exactly 75 per cent 
gave a positiA^e resu lt .
In these latent cases I t  is almost impossible to be 
certain whether they are tubercular or not without 
recourse to tuberculin, and the 25 per cent who 
failed  to react a,re very probably nontubercular 
c a s e s .  Of the ten suspicious cases (class ^) 50 
per cent were positive °nd the remaining 40 ner 
cent failed to react. In each of these ten. cases 
the patient had some condition such as cough or 
loss of weight which seemed to point to tuberculosis 
and in view of what has already been written i t  
appears to be reasonable to suppose that each or the 
six cases giving a positive reaction may have been 
suffering from a,ctive or latent disease with a focus 
too small to be detected on physical examination, or 
due to i t s  situation in the bronchial glands or in 
some unsuspected organ.
I t  is  interesting to note that in six cases which 
I have not included in Table VT.ll.and which shewed 
signs of active disease on physical examination, 
each patient has sputum without a trace of tubercle 
b a c i l l i  or albumen and moreover each railed to 
react to .01 c .c .  subcutaneous injection of tuberculin. 
I therefore diagnosed, these cases or chronic bronchitis^ 
which 1 am s t i l l  of opinion they were, andjmy 
experience leads me to believe that I would have been
(96 )
ju stified  in diagnosing them as chronic bronchitis  
on the absence of albumen from their sputum alone. 
JWy resu lts , therefore, coincide with ’-'och* s 
original opinion,and that of other writers already
infection while a negative one means the absence of* 
tuberculosis, but as pointed out bjr Bandolier and
but In very early or d i f f ic u lt  cases I believe that 
the subcutaneous reaction is  of very great value and 
should always be resorted to.
In dealing with the Von Pirquet reaction I mentioned 
that Von Pirquet round that in some cases when the 
cutaneous reaction was repeated i t  increased in 
strength and became positive where previously i t  had 
been negative; I also recerred to the ract that 
Wolff-Eisner considers that the positive result or 
the reaction, when repeated, indicates the presence 
of latent tuberculosis.
W olff-Eisner’ s (106'' explanation of this increased 
reaction on repetition i s ,  that in a person with an 
inactive lesion , perhaps long since healed up, the 
c e lls  of the body for a long period have had no
nuoted, that a nositive reaction indicates tubercu1 ar
Roepke (previously mentioned' a positive reaction
does not distinguish between active and latent  
disease. In the majority or cases t^e history,  
symptoms, physical signs, and sputum examination are 
su ffic ien t to allow of a defin ite  diagnosis being- 
mad ft.
(9 7 )
occasion to react on tubercle b a c i l l i  or their  
products; but that, under the renewed stimulus of  
the toxins of tubercle b a c i l l i ,  they re-assume 
their former reactive capacity, ’"hen the test is  
repeated, therefore, a hypersensibility reaction 
promptly occurs, Tolff-Eisner states that this  
view is  supported by post-mortem evidence.
W olff-Eisner' s theory should apply enually well to 
the subcutaneous reaction.
1 have gone through the records on the ^ases 
dealt^.vith in Table VI1 n in order to ^ind out 
whether i t  was the f i r s t  or a, subsenuent in lection  
which gave a positive reaction, ^he results are 
embodied in Table IX . ,  and the cases are 
classified  in exactly the same manner as was done 
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I t  w i l l  b n n o t i c e d  t h a t  a l a r g e  p e r c e n t a g e  o r  the  
■undoubtedly a c t i v e  c a s e s  g a v e  a n o s i t i v e  r e a c t i o n  
a f t e r  th e  f i r s t  in  l e c t i o n  ( C l a s s  1 ,  p0 \  , G l ^ s s  P ,
7 " "  . ) , a l s o  t h a t  the  sane a u p l i e s  t o  c l i n i c a l l y  a c t i v e  
c a s e s  ( G l a s s  "  -  7?'r,T : o r  the c l i n i c a l l y  l a t e n t  
c a s e s  o n l y  I l f  ga v e  a p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t  a .r ter  the  
r i r s t  i n n o c u l a t i o n . The f i g u r e s  a r e  e n u a l l y  
s t r i k i n g  w ith  regard  to  p o s i t i v e  r e a c t i o n ' s  o b t a in e d  
from i n j e c t i o n  su b s e n u e n t  t o  the  f i r s t .
In c l a s s  1 ,  2 0 f . ,  G l a s s  2 ,  27&  and G l a s s  " ,  
f a i l e d  to  g i v e  a n o s i t i v e  r e a c t i o n  u n t i l  more t^an  
one i n j e c t i o n  had been g i v e n ,  w h i l e  o r  t h e  l a t e n t  
c a s e s  62/~ f a i l e d  to  r e a c t  u n t i l  more than one  
i n j e c t i o n  had been g i v e n  w h i l e  shewed no r e s u l t
a t  a l l  -  the  l a t t e r  were p r o b a b l y  non t u b e r c u l a r .
The c o n c l u s i o n s  to  be  drawn h o B  a s tu d v  orI
t h i s  t a b l e  may be  b r i e f l y  s t a t e d  by  p o in t in g -  o u t  how 
t u b e r c u l i n  i n j e c t i o n s  would in r i i - e n c e  one in  the  
d i r e c t i o n  o f  making a d i a g n o s i s  in  th e  Ten r a t i e ^ t s  
in c l a s s  5 ,  in which o n l y  th e  symptoms o f  t u b e r c u l o s e s  
were p r e s e n t .
Tbe two c a s e s  r e a c t i n g  p f t e r  th e  f i r s t  i n j e c t i o n  
would p r o b a b l y  b e  c a s e s  o f  a c t i v e  t u b e r c u l o s i s ;  the  
one c a s e  g i v i n g  p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t s  a r t e r  the  second  
i n j e c t i o n  would v e r y  l i k e l y  be l a t e n t  b u t  the  
d i a g n o s i s  would be  f i n a l l y  based on th e  c o n t in u e d  
o b s e r v a t i o n s  o r  the p a t i e n t s  p r o g r e s s :  t ^ e  t h r e e  c a s e s  
r e a c t i n g :  a r t e r  the  t h i r d  i n j e c t i o n  would a l s o  p r o b a b l y
( p r o )
be latent while the -"‘our failing- to react to .01 c .c .  
o f  tuberculin would be classed as non-tubercular.
I consider that very useful diagnostic 
information may be obtained by carefully observing 
the interval, elapsing between the injections and the 
onset of fever .
Iiollman (107) has shown, however, that this interval 
d iffers  according as the injection is given in the 
mo rn in g; o r ev en in g „
I am unable to give an o p i n i o n  in regard to 
Heilman’ s contention as I have not been in the habit 
<$? iving injections at the same hour in a l l  cases.
I ,  However, think tha': where ever possible diagnostic 
injections should he given at a specified tine and 
sug gest 10 a. n . a s p  rob abl y th e b r- s t for th i s 
purpose.
(101 )
CHAPTER I X .
CONCLUSIONS.
The conelusions I have come to after a prolonged 
study of the subject of Pulmonary Tuberculosis with 
special "e^erence to its  early diagnosis r i l l  he 
found embodied in this "nh e s is , hut I propose to 
"briefly recapitulate the crucial points in this  
chapter in regular seouence •-
i.y main conclusion is  that the hold tuberculosis 
has on the general public of this Kingdom is  a sad 
reflection  on our Profession  and more especially  
on the ranb and pi l e ,  usually rpferred to as 
General Practitioners.
I have nothing but good to say of that l i t t l e  band 
or sc ie n tif ic  observers and enthusiasts who spend 
their lives in what, to the popular mind, is 
obscurity, but whose orb lives  and to whom, led 
by Koch, the Medical profession and humanity are 
indebted for what has already been done in the 
matter of dealing with the Universal Scourge bnown 
as Tuberculosis.
I consider,•however, that i f  the ordinary 
practitioner toob bn average interest in, and 
Expended a reasonable amount of M-» time and 
trouble on, the piner methods of diagnosis, and 
treatment, of this condition, instead o f ,  as a rule, 
relying on Physical Examination and Ood Liver o il  
only, many lives would be saved annually.
The argument w ill no doubt be advanced that much
(10?)
has  b e e 71 done in  l a t e  yeans  e s p e c i a l l y  in  the  
d i r e c t i o n  of* e s t a b l i s h  rp T u b e r c u l o s i s  r i s p e n s a n i e s  
and m oreover  t h a t  i t  i s  a. m a t t e r  f o r  the  
Goveram n t  to  d ea l  w i t h .  T h i s  i s  c o r r e c t ;  b u t  my 
c o n t e n t i o n  i s  t h a t  a g r e a t  d e a l  more can be d o n e ,  
and t h a t  i t  i s  th e  b u s i n e s s  o f  the  P r o f e s s i o n  to  
s e e  t h a t  i t  i s  done.
I have  d i s c u s s e d  th e  q u e s t i o n  w ith  many Tubercu1 o s i s  
O f f i e e r s  and f i n d  t h a t  f o r  D i a g n o s i s  most  o f 1 th e 7" 
depend e n t i r e l y  on th e  h i s t o r y ,  symptoms, p h y s i c a l  
; i f n s ,  ond s t a i n i n g  t e s t  f o r  t u b e r c l e  b a c i l l u s  -  
which e th o d s  a l t h o u g h  q u i t e  s u f f i c i e n t  in  th s  
l a t e r  s t a g e s , a r e  o f t e n  a f a i l u r e  in  the  e a r l i e r  
o n e s .
M oreover  the  P e t a l  r e s u l t s  which have  in  'the p a s t  
occu red  through  an i n d e s c r i m i n a t e  u s e  on Targe  d o s e s  
o f  T u b e r c u l i n  in advanced c a s e s  have  s c a r e d  many 
o f  them, t o  such an e x t e n t ,  t h a t  t h e y  h ave  e i t h e r  
e n l i r e l y  d is c a r d e d  th e  s u b c u ta n e o u s  i n j e c t i o n  o p 
t u b e r c u l i n  f o r  d i a g n o s i s  and t r e a t m e n t ,  o r  mav e 
u s e  o f  i t  in  such d i l u t i o n  t h a t  th e y  f a i l  to  g e t  a 
r e a c t i o n , and t h e r e f o r e  condemn th e  method as  b e i n g  
e i t h e r  d an gerou s  or  u s e l e s s .
1 am o f  o p i n i o n  t h a t  i f  G reat  B r i t a i n  had been  
f o r c e d  to  expend one hundredth  p a r t  on t h e  en er g y  
and money on th e  e a r l y  d i a g n o s i s ,  prompt t r e a t m e n t , 
and o u i c h  cure  o f  T u b e r c u l o s i s  t h a t  s^e  h as  on 
c o m b a t in g  P r u s s i a n  i l i t a r i s m ,  Per  p o s i t i o n  as  the
f 1 0 '- ''
world power would in a, vei-’v few 7 r e° rs r a. v ̂  p p̂;-n 
absolutely unassailable.
"very l i f e  lo s t  wears a loss of cs.rlta.l and energy.
very l i f e  saved means a.dded st^err-'tvi # ,_nq p na.tion 
l ib e  ours ? with grea.t r opinions overseas calling  
out for new to •’ owe out to heir to populate and to 
develop thir-’ir  enormous resources) the conserving 
every l i f e  uossihle is absolutelw essential , 
more especially as after  this "ar the other 
Country and hex* colonies r i l l  "become nor dependant 
on each other than ever.
But out of evil pood may come, -  i f  the Tar has 
awakened the nation, and i f ,  in the future, t^e 
rig-’ t stens are tahen to reduce the death rate 
especially from Tuberculosis.
r -structive 3ri ti el s'm such as the above is or course/ /
easy enough but, unless a remedy is indicated no 
good results can be achieved.
1 have, therefore, to suggest s. method of dealing 
■with the nuestion of Pulmonary Tuberculosis with a 
view to the speedy reduction Of the death rate due 
to i t .
1 have examined a large number of the Huts bu ilt  
for housing Troops and Munition Tor heps. .After the 
Tar many of these w ill be available for other 
purposes, and I morose
1 st . That the number o f tuberculosis dispensaries 
at Present established be doubled -  that is  
brought up to POO.
(104'í
2nd- That tro hutg^Wíh su ffic ien t " i r  sraee' to 
contain 2 0  rat lent, s he erected as nea.r as 
possible to each <?ispensa.rj •
Trd . "hat these huts be under the charge of the 
Tuberculosis Officer attached to the
o i s "p oti s TT-r T̂i(3 t.h h . two Till Y*S O rt j on S (3 8-.t 
Q-n 0 -n i ,i-i f 13 o 0 o*n q t an 1 1  y in ° 1 t on an ne»
4th. That every fa c i l i ty  possible be. 1 iveneto the 
Medical O fficer-in -lharge to mave accurate 
diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis in the
ea rlv  stages•
5 -gĥ  That only such early cases as can be cured by 
the subcutaneous injection of "rherculin.be  
tree.ted in these huts. All advanced cases 
being sent to > "anitoria as h ithe•• oO.
6 th* That senior Tuberculosis O ffi esvs- )e . 
retained by the government for the sole 
purr ose of making a regular inspection of these 
Tuberculosis Huts -  their duties being to 
advise, and supervise the proper administration of  
Tuberculin in the treatment of these early 
cases? -  the discipline which the whole nation 
is u n d e r g o i n g  w ill mate i t  possible to have
s u c h s up e v v i s ion .
As I have received instructions to proceed to the 
Bast with my unit in a few days, i t  is impossible, 
in the time at my disposal, to elaborate this  
scheme as I had intended. But i t  appears to -e  that 
something w ill have to b'e done to replete the
( i.O
wastage caused "by the "Jar, and a scheme to save 
l i f e  by a vigorous as--auLt on the bacillus of  
tubercle is  perhans as voc<? a method as cny: "uch 
a sche ie sould have to follow, broadly, the lines I 
have laid down, because i t  i r essential to pet at 
the early cases and to treat them vigorously by means 
of subcutaneous injections of Tuberculin. Oases of  
pulmonary tuberculosis are not sent to Hosritals or 
¿anitorla until tvey are in the 1 a.ter stages, when 
prospect or a cure has d isrpreared .
In t r  ’ r ti'nr p, Ccis— "i '̂H ■hi.Vb̂ v ouXin 3 is  *n0n©ss s.x’v 
to  h ave  the r a t i e 7i t  i-pac? u n c i c o n s t a n t  o h s e r v a t i o n ,  
p a r t i c u l a r l y  in  r eg a rd  to  f l u c t u a t i o n s  in  t e m p e r a tu r e  
and p u l s e  r a t e .  I t  rould  t h e r e f o r e  be  n e c e s s a r y  e i t h e r  
to  have  h u t  or  o t h e r  h o s p i t a l  a c co m o d a t io n  a t  the  
d i s p o s a l  o f  th e  t u b e r c u l o s i s  O f f i c e r ,  or  f o r  the  
l a t t e r  t o  moke d a i l y  h o u se  to  h o u se  v i s i t s . In d o in g  
so he w i l l  p r o b a b l y  have to  c o v e r  enormous d i s t a n c e s  
i f  he  i s  to  t r e a t  a s u f f i c i e n t  number be c a s e s  to  
do any g o o d ,  o r e o v e r  th e  d i f f i c u l t y  o f  s t e r i l i s i n g  
the s y r i n g e  a t  each h o u s e ,  and the  f a c t  t h a t  the  
p a t i e n t  i s  n o t  under  p r o p e r  s u p e r v i s i o n  makes i t  
i m p o s s i b l e  to  a s s u r e  g e t t i n g  even m o d e r a t e l y  
a c c u r a t e  r e c o r d s  o r  a l t e r a t i o n s  in  t e m p e r a t u r e  and 
p u l s e .  F o r  t h e s e  r e a s o n s ,  as  v e i l  a s ,  b e c a u s e  the  
g r e a t e r  f a c i l i t i e s  rhich th e  t u b e r c u l o s i s  o f f i c e r s ’ ■ 
would have  ■f’or  making a c c u r a t e  diag n o s i s  in +he 
e a r l y  c a s e s ,  1 submit  t h a t  my scheme a t  l e a s t  m e r i t s  
c o n s id  e r a t i o n ,
f 10 6 )
A resume of* o u t s t a n d i n g  p o i n t s  in  th e  "&rious
methods o f  d i a g n o s i s  deaf t  v i th  in <-hiq mavC_' ' • — * “ - " o
n o t  b o u t  o-o "p lace h e r e  : ~
1 s t .  H i s t o r y  symptc is and r 'n ; i o a l  s i g n s »  — Th 
w i l l  a l  "a y s  he o f  pr im a ry  i m p o r t a n c e ,
_ /  ' j *o h, 0 X Sit @1? .: L 3 ’ G T 7 *P Orn fc"b 0
p i n t  op v i 67' o -7 ph0 re'ne r a l  d r a o 1 1 1i on0? .
I n d .  R o n t g e n - r a y  E x a m i n a t i o n .  -  “’he v a h i e  or  t h i s  
method l i e s  in th e  -^act t h a t  a c a s e  on 
p h y s i c a l  e x a m in a t io n  c o n s i d e r e d  t o  he p u r e l y  
a p i c a l  may shew e x t e n s i v e  e s i o n s  in  the  
s u b s t a n c e  and a t  the  r o o t s  o f  the  l u n g s  when 
examined by  the  "r- r a y s .
I t  i s  i n v a l u a b l e  in s u s p i c i o u s  c a s e s  and 
e s p e c i a l l y  in  t h o s e  in which a p o s i t i v e  
r e a c t i o n  has  been o b t a in e d  w i t h  t u b e r c u l i n ,  
b u t  in which th e  s i t e  of th e  d i s e a s e  ca n n o t  he  
d eterm in ed  by p h y s i c a l  e x a m i n a t i o n , moreover  i t  
f a c i l i t a t e s  d i f f e r e n t i a l  d i a g n o s i s  between  
T u b e r c u l o s i s ,  S i l i c o s i s ,  and C h r o n ic  
B ro n ch i  t i s .
S r d . Albumen r e a c t i o n  -  The n u a n t i t a t i v e  e s t i m a t i o n  
of albumen in the  sputum by means of Esbachs 
test is  an extremely useful method e s o e c i a l 1y 
as i t  is within easy res,ch of the busy general 
practitioner -  I t  may be accepted that, 
pro-'-idedjgangrene of the lung, pneumonia and 
heart di-sease are e x c l u d e d ,  th e  p r e s e n c e  of
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,2% or more of albumen means that, the oa.se is  
one of T)tilmonary tilberculos is .
Th is ' °thor! so (3 i  ̂ ^©r*©n i<° os *b 3 + 0 0p 
Tuberculosis and Chronic Bronchitis -  in which 
the percentage of albumen, i t  any, never rises  
above . 2 f . It is also of value in deciding 
whether positive reaction to tuberculin is 
associated with an active or inactive  
* tuberculosis, -  albumen being present in the 
active condition only.
4th. Examination of. Sputum for Tubercle B ac.illi-
The ordinary Ziehl—nielsen stain is  suite the 
best while for a Concentration method there 
is no necessity to go beyond the AntifOrmin one. 
A ll others may be loohed upon a.s interesting  
but of subsidiary importance.
Serum diagnosis e tc -  reference should be made 
to Glover’ s conclusions on pages on and T/t.
5th . Von Pirnuet’ s cutaneous reaction -  This is of 
great value in -children under the age of "  
years and as a. guide for dosage in 
subcutaneous infections of twberculin. A 
negative Von Fircuet, as a rule, means a bad 
prognosis in undoubted tuberculosis -  i t  shews, 
that the capacity to react to the serum is  
absent. The fact that so many apparently 
normal Persons give a positive iroh Pirnuet 
reaction merely bears out Stanley -names’ 
statement(Page ^  that there was evid nee op
(lOP'l
lu n g
tuberculartlesions in more than h a lf  of t^e 
post-mortem cases he has done. Vide a1 so 
detailed conclusions on napes to ho,
6th. The subcutaneous In ie ition of Tuberculin in 
apnropriate doses is  of the very greatest 
imuortance "both in thm diagnosis and treatment 
or early cases. Prom the diagnostic point o p  
vie.t i t  must be looked upon as the most 
reliab le  and sc ie n tif ic  of a l l  methods; a 
positive reaction indicates the ^res-^ce in 
almost a l l  esses o "  tubercular lesions pither 
active or latent* whilst a nepative reaction 
excludes the p o ss ib ility  of such infection.
■Ag in th-: case o4* the "Vgn Firouet t ° s t  the 
more advanced the ■’ i sease the smaller the 
, percentage of nos it iv e  results to tuberculin -  
the canacity-to react being absent, that is  to 
say the body is  no longer capable or ripe ting 
against the disease.
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